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"Jeffrey" will show in Mateer
Auditorium at 7:30 p.m. on Friday.
Red Pin Bowling will be in Scot
Lanes on Friday from 6 p.m.-1- 2 a.m. .
The staged reading of origi-
nal plays by Rachel Hunter and
Adam Budd will be in Schoolroy
Theater in Freedlander at 8:15
p.m. on rnaay ana aaiuraay.
respectivly. Tickets required.
"Life is Beautiful" will
show in Mateer Auditorium J
at 8 p.m. on Saturday, $1.
The California Cajun Orches-
tra will perform in the Lowry Ball-
room from 9:30 p.m. -- 12 a.m. on
Saturday.
The Wooster Choral Union
Concert is in McGaw at 8:15 p.m.
this Sunday.
photo by James Aixarmce
Last Saturday the Fighting Scot football team nearly became the first team in school history to make the Division III.
playoffs. Even though the Scots found themselves on the short end of a 28-1- 4 loss to Wittenberg, the stands were
packed and the tailgate parties began before the end of bandpractice. .
Here, Wooster wide receiver Darrell Simmons '01 attempts to block a punt during the first half. For a full report on
the game and the day, see page 16. - - '- -. ;' ' ' ' .
Special Report
Money matters: the bill, FAC and aid
Hannalori Bates
Staff Writer
Every year the Financial Advisory
Committee (FAC) meets to decide
the comprehensive fee for the next
academic year. The FAC is
comprised of elected faculty
evaluates the information and rec-
ommendation and presents it along
with his own input to the Board of
Trustees. The Board holds the final
decision-makin- g power on any
members and administrators Director ofFinancial Aid David
and is led by Chairperson and MUler:"We try to limit tuitionVice President for Academic . J ,
Affairs Barbara Hetrick. increases to no more than 1
The committee advises the percent above inflation."
President on issues concern- -
ing financial aid policy, the
comprehensive fee and faculty
salaries.
A recommendation on the tuition
amount for the upcoming year goes
from the FAC to President Hales
each February. The president then
changes in fees.
According to Vice President for
Finance and Business Robert
Walton, "The fee change reflects the
overall costs of the College," items
such as faculty salaries, increases in
gas prices and mail postage, tech-
nological funding and campus main-
tenance.
Director of Financial Aid David
Miller commented that "we try to
limit tuition increases to no
more than 1 percent above
inflation."
The comprehensive fee
increase from the 1998-199- 9
academic school year
to the 1999-200- 0 academic
year was $750, a 2.89 per-
cent increase.
The question becomes: what does
the College do to help students pay
please see TUITION IN-
CREASE,
page 2
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"Where in the World is Bert E.
BabcockT The Babcock Interna-
tional Semi-Forma- l, will be held
in the Babcock Dining Room this
Saturday from 9 p.m. - 1 a.m.
The 12th Annual World AIDS
Day is Wed., December 1.
Keeping the students
Five-Ye- ar Plan aims to raise retention rates
Allison Roger
Staff Writer
As College of Wooster students
contend with the sometimes dis-
couraging demands of college life,
administrators continually work to
improve and maintain retention
rates. According to a recent status
report compiled by the admissions
"And the Band Played
JOn" will show in Mateer at
'7:30 p.m.. Wed., Dec. 1.
An Art Exhibit by Janice Gallagher
will be featured on the Lowry Art Wall
from Nov. 29 --Dec. 17.
Classes resume at 8 a.m. on
Mon., Nov. 29.
-- COMPILED BY HANNALORI BATES
Wooster is worth the investment of
something even more important. Is
it worth the investment of his or her
lifer
Many students believe it is. Katie
Brookie '01 said, "I really like
Wooster. In fact, the only reason I
would leave is if I decide on a ma-
jor which is not offered."
For oth- -department,
about 80 per--
caw. first
"-e-
ach student must ask
years return himself or herself whether or
for the fail of not fhe College of Wooster is
moTea" rth the investment of
however, by something even more
the time importanL...his or her life,"
graduation said UetHck.
rolls around,
only about
71 percent of the initial class re-
ceives a College of Wooster di
ploma.
So what are the factors that influ-
ence attrition versus retention? Ad-
ministrators find this question dif-
ficult to answer accurately because
many students, when questioned,
offer socially acceptable rationales
instead of more personal, in-dep- th
reasons.
"How many times have I heard
that 'It is too expensive,' when the
real reason may be something en-
tirely different," wondered Barbara
Hetrick, Assistant Dean of Student
Affairs. "It is true that we cannot
wave a magic wand and relocate to
another part of the- - country or in-
stantly change an aspect in the cur-
riculum or social atmosphere,"
Hetrick added. "Instead, each stu-
dent must ask himself or herself
whether or not The College of
ers,such'asNateStrieker
'00. pre-
mature de-parlu- re
fromWooster
has never
even been
an option.
"There are
so many factors that drove me here,
rather than keep me here. I can't
even think of going anywhere else,"
Strickler said.
"Retention at Wooster is consid-
erably higher than the national av-
erage and we do better than what
is predicted," comments Hetrick.
"However, there is still room for
improvement."
When Hetrick arrived at Wooster.
she was shocked to learn of the num-
ber of students who left. In re-
sponse, she formed the Enrollment
Management Group. This group,
composed of Hetrick and several
other administrators, works specifi-
cally toward improving retention.
"We do the research, but also rely
on the hard data, not just anecdotes."
said Hetrick. To attain a majority of
please see RETENTION.
page 2
This Week In the Voice:
Viewpoints
Housing. Room Draw. Torture?
The good, the bad and the ugly,
pages 6-- 7
Features
Amish murder mystery.
Wooster Chemistry professor novelizes,
page 9
Anrv& Enthhainmknt
The Flats. Cleveland exposed.
The Voice rates the nightspots,
pages 12-1- 3
Sports
Basketball season tips off Friday.
A new page in sports,
page 14
SPECIAL SECTION
Greeks at Woo:
Looking at the past, present and fu-
ture of Greeks at The College of
Wooster. What will President Hales'
proposal do to the current Greek sys-
tem? What lies ahead?
north of the Douglass lot.
Campus Crime
On the night of Nov. 10th, one alcohol ticket was issued in Holden
and a bicycle was stolen from an off--campus house on Beall Ave.
On Nov. 12th, a fire extinguisher was shot off in Andrews and a
minor car accident occured in Holden Lot. An alcohol ticket was issued
in the first floor lounge of Arrnington, and also in Lewis house.
On the evening of Nov. 13th, several students were accused of disor-
derly conduct after refusing to cooperate with security after the break up
of illegal parties in Shearer and Lewis houses.. A bicycle was stolen from
outside of Calcei house, and four unidentified people were seen rumaging
through the lounge of Luce. Fifteen alcohol tickets were issued: four at
Shearer house, one in Babcock, one in Culbertson house, two on the first
floor of Arrnington, one at Lewis house, one on the Douglass quad, two
on the fourth floor ofArrnington, two on Bissman s first floor and one
On Nov. 14th, two alcohol tickets were issued in front of Bissman
and one was issued on the first floor of Arrnington. Also, shower cur
tains were stolen from the bathrooms in Douglass hall. A student re
ported having been followed from St. Mary's Church to Drugmart and
the Library by a harrassing older male who was not a student.
During the evening of Nov. 15th, a report of disorderly conduct was
filed due to a student refusing to cooperate at the security office. A fire
extinguisher was also stolen from the ground floor of Babcock. -
compiled by Christy Gallagher
Corrections
The review of the Bob Dylan concert in Oxford incorrectly implied
that Phil Lesh is currently touring with members of the band Phish. Lesh
is not touring with any members of Phish at this time. He has in the past,
but they are currently recording tracks for their next album. No members
of Phish were on stage at the Dylan concert in Oxford. The writer erred.
. Ria Fink's dance at last week's Dance Concert was performed to "Yo
La Tengo," not "Yo La Tango," as last week's article incorrectly listed.
The writer erred. . -
As journalism is a human process, there is a constant potentialfor
mistakes. Errors can be made at any step of the way: in news-gatherin- g,
editing orprinting. The Voice staff strives to avoid such
mistakes, but when an error does occur, it is our policy to admit it
and promptly correct it. This space exists for that purpose. '
To report errors or register a complaint, please call the Voice office at'
ext. 2598 on-camp- us or (330)-263-25- 98 off-camp-us, or email us at
voicewooster.edu. v :
Campus Council Beat
Reading days and Greeks
Heather Milum
Assistant News Editor
Charter Committee brought the
College Democrats and Alpha
Gamma Phi charters to the table for
approval this week. Council mem-
bers unanimously passed the Col-
lege Democrats charter, but were
forced to send the Alpha Gamma Phi
charter back for reyision due to
wording that extended membership
to "all women at the college." Clubs
and Sections are not allowed to dis-
criminate on' the basis of sex, and
the wording will have to be altered
before their charter can be approved.
Membership of the newly formed
Greek Ad-H- oc Committee, which
will be taking a close look at prob-
lems within the Greek community
on campus, was finalized this week.
The members of the committee will
be Council Chair. Jen. Sorrells '01,.
SGA President Matt Mahaffrey '00,
SGA Vice President of Student Af-
fairs Marcie Kasek '00, Assistant
Dean of Students Carolyn Buxton
and Music faculty member Jeffrey
Lindberg.
.
The Educational Policy Com-
mittee, which designs the school
year calendar for faculty approval,
wrote Council a letter offering to
extend reading days in the 2001
2002 calendar to include three read-
ing days in the fall and two and two-thir- ds
reading days in the spring
(The current calendar only allows
for two reading days in the spring).
Council voted unanimously to en-
dorse such a change, although many
members still expressed a prefer-
ence for a total of three days in both
semesters. The faculty will vote
on whether or not to accept the
proposed changes at its next mee-
ting -
News
ThursdiyPsla&ember 18
Costs climb, financial aid to compensate
continued from page 1
for this increase? According to
Miller, "Wooster's commitment is
to fund 50 of the increase. If pos-
sible, we try to increase need-base- d
aid." For example, the College tried
to give $400 in need-base- d aid to
compensate for this past year's in-
crease. .
When a student applies for finan-
cial aid, he or she is required to fill
out a FAFSA (Federal Application
for Financial Student Aid) form. A
report is sent to the College show-
ing the mathematical equation that
the federal government uses to de-
termine the Expected Family Con-
tribution (EFC). The EFC is then
subtracted from the comprehensive
fee to establish the financial need of
the student. This financial need is
then met by federal government aid,
merit scholarships and need-base- d
scholarships. '
Eight of 10 Wooster students re-
ceive some kind of need-base- d fi-
nancial aid. The average aid award
exceeds $16,000, including need-base- d
aid, scholarships, grants,
loans and work study. The College
also offers merit scholarships in
amounts ranging from $750 to
Retention
continued from page 1
the data, the group puts together
various surveys. Such surveys in-
clude the C.I.R.P, which is admin-
istered to all first-ye- ar students, as
well as an upcoming survey that will
study overall student involvement
and engagement.
Last year the group finished a
compilation of retention goals, re-
ferred to as the "New Strategic
Plan." Within the next six years, the
College hopes to increase retention
through graduation by 75 percent.
The plan sets a goal of a 90 percent
increase in retention from first year
to sophomore year and projects an
80 percent increase in retention
from first year to third year. The
ultimate mission of the plan, how-
ever, is "to help each student who
enrolls at the College make the best
choice of an institution to complete
his or her baccalaureate degree."
Hetrick stresses, "It is a fact that
The College of Wooster is not right
for everyone. We do our best to ca-
ter to and reinforce the students, but
we also must respect their decision
if they choose to leave."
"Retention rates are excellent in-
dicators as to whether or not a col-
lege is doing what it intends to do,"
Hetrick concluded, "and we con-
tinue to make decisions which re-
flect our mission of creating intelli-
gent and indepedendent thinkers."
$16,000 per year.
In a comparison with Ohio
Weslyan University and Oberlin
College, Wooster's comprehensive
fee increase for this past year was
the lowest. Over the past year, Ohio
Weslyan's overall total went up by
3.96, while Oberlin increased its
tuition by 3.98.
When asked how they compen-
sate for these changes, an Ohio
Weslyan financial aid representative
said, "We just refigure the tuition
equation. We don't necessarily in-
crease need-base- d aid."
An Oberlin representative told the
Voice, "We always increase need-base- d
aid."
More than two-thir- ds of Ohio
Wesleyan students receive need-base- d
aid, and Wesleyan's merit
scholarships cover up to the full
cost of tuition, which stands at
$20,940 per year for the class of
2003. The average aid award for
this year's incoming class was
$19,705.
At Oberlin nearly 60 of the stu-
dent body received need-base- d aid,
with awards averaging $20,896.
America Recyles Day
...and so did Wooster last Monday
,
.gj -
-- ' J 1 i r jL.a'" iphoto by Ben Spleldenner
Residence Director and Recycling Coordinator Marina Alarie talks to
Wooster students in Babcock on Monday evening. America Recycling Day last
Monday at Wooster featured a day-lon- g trash drop-of- f, a joint effort between
the College and the Wooster community, as well as additional
environmentally themed forums and activities.
DINING SERVICES
TRIVIA
WHICH FRESH FRUITS ARE THE MOST
POPULAR AMONG WOOSTER STUDENTS?
1. BANANAS (2,153 PER WEEK)
2. APPLES (1,347 PER WEEK)
3. ORANGES (401 PER WEEK)
INTRODUCING WEB MENUS:
WWW.WOOSTER.EDUDININ6SERVICes
THE COLLEGE OF
WOOSTER
Dining Services
ThurlayMSmber 18
News
Empower prepares Silent Auction
Molly McKinney
A&E Editor
The holiday season is quickly ap-
proaching, and it is easy to become
wrapped up during these busy times
and forget those who are most in
need. Empower hopes to change
that with their sixth annual Silent
Auction to benefit B.I.S.H.O.P.S.
P.L.E-- A. on December 2 in the lobby
of Lowry Center.
Empower is a peer education
group comprised of 13 Wooster stu-
dents who are advised
by Director of Housing
.
Mama Thornton. They " was really eticouraging to see the
ProS?atmUthrou hoS suPPort ofthe campus community and the
SteyeTdeaiJg withis- - local community," said Megan Dishong.
sues such as alcohol and : ;
rape. Most programs
begin with a skit, followed by a
question and answer period with
Empower members. Perhaps the
most well-know- n Empower pro-
gram is "No Means No," an ac-
quaintance rape awareness program
presented during first-ye- ar orienta-
tion.
Empower's other large-sca- le
event is the silent auction, which
will take place two weeks from to-
day. The event will run from 10 a.m.
to 7 p.m. and feature a live auction
at noon. Empower sets up tables of
items with cards noting what local
business, faculty, or student group
has made the donation. Some of the
items have a minimum bidding
price, but most are open bids. Those
interested will place their name and
bid on a sheet next to the item, and
whoever has made the highest bid
at the end of the night receives the
item.
Money raised from the auction
benefits B.I.S.H.O.P.S. P.L.E.A., a
local organization started by Jim and
Peggy Bishop. Jim, who is HIV
positive; and his wife have set up
this organization to give emotional
and financial support to local people
with AIDS.
The group raises money to help
those struggling to pay for items
such as electricity and food bills.
The acronym of its name stands
for "Believing In Some Hope Or
Purpose for People Living Every-
day with AIDS." Last year, the
silent auction raised more than
$ 1 ,500 to aid in the organization's
effort.
"Last year was my first year
working with the Silent Auction and
Empower," said member Megan
Dishong '00. "It was really encour
instant recall.
(GTE)
aging to see the support of the cam-
pus community and the local com-
munity in helping B.I.S.H.O.P.S.
P.L.E.A."
Nate Strickler '00 has been in
the Empower group since the
spring of his first year and is also
positive about the Silent Auction.
"It's a great opportunity to help
this organization out because
we're a major source of funding
for them and for their cause," said
Strickler.
In the past, items for auction have
included gift certifi-cate- s
from local busi
nesses, services from
different campus orga-
nizations and art pieces
from the art depart-
ment Last year, one of
the items up for auction
was a puppy. While the items for
this year are still coming in, it looks
to be another positive year for the
auction.
Caney McGillard '00 has been a
member of Empower for the past
two years. She looks forward to the
auction this year and feels that it is
goingftob even better than last
year. (?Swe're really excited about
this year because we started putting
it together a lot earlier and we're
already getting good responses from
businesses and people that we've
called," says McGillard. "I think it
will go really well."
Week ofLowryfasting
1
Hungry students
.&;..;. --
.
i
Mathew Barbae '00 makes a donation
JAMES AlLARDICE
Editor-in-Chi- ef
: Untold numbers of students
walk tip and down the stairs to
Lowry on their way to eat, some
as many as three times a day. But
Wooster Volunteer Network Chair
Aaron Luebbe '01 hasn't seen the
upstairs of
Lowry for
several Fasting is ".verydays.
LuebbeV --Aaron Luebbe
cleansing..."
'01
fasting,
:
which he
called a "very cleansing" experi-
ence, started on Tuesday as part of
Wooster 's observance of Hunger
and Homelessness Week. WVN or-
ganized the fasting effort, with the
goal of raising both awareness and
money for issues of hunger and
homelessness.
During the week Luebbe has
been and will be joined by the 30
to 40 additional students who, ac-
cording to WVN, have pledged to
fast for a day this week. The stu-
dents man a table in the Lowry
foyer, where they collect donations
of pocket change from those on
Make
: Write for
contact Naomi at
taking donations
r M C
--
.tv
to
f '' 7 -
PHOTO BY AMW.IA KYS
while Erica Chouinard '01 fasti.
their way to and from meals.
Additionally, Religious profes-
sor Ishwax Harris and Dean of Fac-
ulty Thomas Faulkner volunteered
as "celebrity fastcrs" earlier this
week. Assistant Professor of po
litical science Matthew Kraut Has
pledged to fast on Friday.
WVN has chosen to donate a
large por
tioa of the
proceeds
directly
born to
People to
People
Ministries of Wayne County and to
the Salvation Army.
Luebbe said. "It is good to know
that the money, over $250 so far.
is going to People to People Min-
istries and the Salvation Army.'
"One out of every 10 people in
Wayne County will use People to
People at some point in the year,"
explained Luebbe. "People to
People is the largest emergency
food provider in Wayne County.
The Salvation Army is one ofthe
only soup kitchens - if not the
only one - in Wayne County." he
said.
News.
the Voice,
x259S or C-31-87.
Come and Learn about the Judicial Process
"A Mock Hearing"
Thursday, November 18, 1999, from 7 p.m. to 9 p.m.. Wishart Hall,
Lean Lecture Room
REFRESHMENTS!!
Co-Sponso-
red by
The Judicial Board and Campus Council, Judicial Committee
Greeks at Woo
A LOOK At THE PAST, PRESENT AND FUTURE OF THE GREEK SYSTEM AT WOOSTER
i t n ; u cr 3 1 rzw q Tfe: Past1
1 i3?i'. E
W--' JThe Delts of the Fifth
Section, in atug-of-w- af contest
as partofiKe 192S GreekWeek.
Right: TklTPeanlus jiake part
in the tugof-wa-r contest in
--JL JL SL Jk.
Photos courtesy of 1978 Index
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From fraternities to secret societies to sections
Lauren Kulchawik
Associate Editor
A group of men huddle in a smoke
filled room playing poker. The year
is 1913. Tonight, the fraternity's
agenda is not fun and games. Ru-
mor has it, the administration wants
to abolish all fraternities on campus.
Last week, a freshman pledge by the
name of Crile was hospitalized
when hazing got too rough. Things
are looking grim, but the men de-
cide to stick together, even if it
means existing in secret.
Between the 1870s and the 1920s,
the administration, concerned about
the negative effects on campus at-
mosphere, moved to disband all fra-
ternities. The first fraternity. Phi
Kappa Psi, was organized in 1871
at a home off campus on North
Market Street. In 1872, two more
fraternities, Beta Theta Pi and Phi
Delta Theta were organized, and in
1 873, Sigma Chi followed the trend.
Although rivalries ran deep, the
fraternities often combined forces to
throw formal" parties. Dancing was
outlawed on campus, so the men
took their scandalous dances off-camp- us
away from the administra-
tion.
By the 1900s, five fraternities
greatly influenced the whole struc-
ture of the College . If a freshman
did not get an offer to join a frater-
nity, his whole social life was shat-
tered. Membership indicated sta-
tus. Non-Gre- ek men accused fra-
ternity men of cliquishness, which
increased the divisions between
the two fronts. The fraternities
wanted to expand their activities
and build chapter houses, while
members of the administration dis-
approved of the fraternities con-
duct, particularly the brutal haz-
ing of the freshmen.
The College first delved into the
"good versus evil" question in 1893.
To address the IssuerThe Board 6T"
Trustees sent out a survey to re-
spected community members, ask-
ing questions like "do you regard the
existence of Greek Fraternities in
colleges as on the whole a good or
an evil?" and "what would be the
effect on the members of fraterni-
ties now attending college?" The
responses varied in each cursive let-
ter.
Some of the negative comments
include:
'
"In my opinion, fraternities
set up an unnatural, and hence irri-
tating state of affairs. They foster
an exclusive, high-cas- te feeling
among their members, which is
prejudicial, if not destructive to the
cordial fellowship ... which ought
to characterize college classes."
"I could cite the names of
a few apparently steady, first-cla- ss
Christian boys, who were carried
away into wine-drinki- ng and other
dissipations through the evil influ-
ence of fraternities."
"Fraternities occupy the
students' time and turn his attention
away from his studies and legitimate
college work . . . they are expensive.
Once a man is in a fraternity he must
spend money which he needs for
other purposes."
However, many letters fully sup-
ported the fraternity system:
"I can truly say that I never
saw evil in them, and that to my fra-
ternity (Beta Theta Pi) more than
any other one influence while at
Wooster, I am indebted for the bless-
ings I now enjoy."
"They are a nursery for the
development and growth of their
members ... they are a healthful
tonic to our institution ... I believe
some frats are evil in themselves.
But, let us not stamp the entire frat
system as evil."
"I think they develop the
social instincts of the student, teach
them brotherly love, bring them
cTdsef to one anoffier "."o'pposftidrf "
will make them grow rather than
otherwise."
President Louis Holden decided
to abolish fraternities in 1913. Louis
Severence, a generous benefactor,
threatened to stop donating money
if fraternities continued to exist.
Severence felt that fraternities were
un-Christi- an, and Holden criticized
fraternities for "undemocratic prin-
ciples."
The campus was in turmoil. In
protest, men resigned class offices,
quit varsity sports and withdrew
from extracurriculars. Some stu-
dents even left school. Fraternities
felt that they had been sold out for
monetary reasons.
However, students continued to
live with their groups in the sections
of Kenarden, which were conducive
to secret meetings. The groups dis-
guised themselves as "literary soci-
eties." Around 1923, sections began
to establish individual charters and
adopt Greek letters. To prevent get-
ting caught by the administration,
fraternal activities were covert and
mysterious.
By the 1950s, sections were offi-
cially accepted, and were allowed
to show their Greek letter in the In-
dex. Between 1953 and 1957, about
99 percent of all men belonged to
sections.
"In those days," said William
Taeusch, Dean of Students in the
1950s, "there seemed to exist an at-
mosphere of general goodwill over
the entire campus. Sections had
their individual parties and social
events, yet the campus as a whole
was like one big family."
Current club and section member-
ship has fallen to around 1 1 percent
and the same debates that have sur-
rounded the Greek system since the
late 1800s continue today.
Compiled with information from
Special Collections and the Feb. 9,
'1973 edition ofthe Voice: " "
FLASHBACK TO 1948
Clubs
Sororities hit their peak during
World War H, when there was
little co-e-d social life. . Girls lit-
erary societies had evolved since
1913 into more socially oriented,
cliquish clubs. Here are some
facts and clips from the 1948 In-
dex: '" '. -- ,
The Peanuts are the oldest of
clubs.
The Pyramids, unlike prede-
cessors, took members from each
class instead of ranking by gradu-
ation year.
The first four clubs were the
Syhinx, Imps, Pyramids and Pea-
nuts. The Echoes, the Dominoes,
. the Arrows, the Spuds, the Trumps
and the Darts sooned joined the
fun. - ..--- -.
The clubs "Hell Week lasted
about three days: "She arises at
the cheery hour of5 a.m. in order
to lay out her master's clothes,
turn on her shower, and prepare
her master's breakfast At a de-
cent hour she awakens her master
with the singing ofa few selected
hymns and a scripture reading in
the true Wooster tradition u. lher
torturous daze is spent in one of
many costumes." .
Special events during pledge
week included treasure hunts,
bridge games, "coke-tai- l" parties,
a barbeque at Galpin Park and a
swimming pool party.
Sections
, According to the 1948 Index,
men's sections "strive to outdo
each other with bigger and better
dances, field more championship
intramural teams, maintain higher
scholastic standings, be more rep
resented in extra-curricul- ar activi-
ties."
1st section: "Betas" or Beta
.
Kappa Phi, claimed Beta Theta Pi
' as their predecessor. Tarring and
feathering" was a famous pledge
tradition (using molasses.) V --...i
2nd section: "Second to
none." Sixteen pledges had to
exchange underwear with fellow
pledges in a Kenarden telephone
booth, plus wear dead fish
around their necks."
3rd section: The "Rabbis"
were mostly pre-minst- ral stu-
dents. Their hall was known as
the "Synagogue." Pledges were
baptised, with the high priest cut-
ting bangs straight across their
foreheads.
4th section: Pledges wore
"hangman's nooses" and created
the word "Fourth" out of yellow
bricks in the sidewalk in front of
their section.
5th section: "Hall of Men,"
Phi Delta Sigma made their
pledges wear red bow ties, burlap
underwear and carry candy, gum
and cigarettes for actives.
6th section: Phi Sigma Alpha
had annual egg fights and made
pledges perform skits."
7th section: "Tri-Kap'- s"
painted KKK on pledge's fore- -.
heads with lipstick and paraded
them in front of the Shack. An-
nual pie fiehts in front of the
chr.pel drew a tig crowd, v -- .
CJiscct: : Fledges' top hats
were to be U least 12 inches tall
with a large eiht ball on the front
Sth section: With a shoe-shi-ne
service for the girls in the Student
Union, the Ninth strove "to pre-
serve the lives of at least a major-
ity" of its pledges in its moderate
Hell week practices.
A0
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to students about sexual abuse and
saying no.
Despite the hard work put it by
the Peanuts and other groups to
benefit the community, however,
some feel like the Greeks still get
a bad rap on campus. "It's been
hard for us," said Kosinski. "We
feel the faculty look at us like
we're just like the Betas and
cohol-relate- d deaths of one student
every two weeks due to overconsump-tio- n
at fraternity parties.
"We the College of Wooster
came damn close last fall, and I
don't want to again' Hales said.
Hales cited both Dartmouth Univer-
sity of New Hampshire and
Gettysburg College of Pennsylvania
as possible patterns for change in the
Wooster Greek system.
Students at Gettysburg are cur-
rently able to rush during their sec-
ond semester. A recommendation
submitted by the Gettysburg Resi-
dential Life Advisory Committee
with the stated goal of
"articulating a philosophy and vi-
sion for the residential and social
system that complements the aca-
demic and personal development
goals of students," recommended
that a "strengthening of the first-ye- ar
experience" should include re-
scheduling of Greek rush."
A Gettysburg College press re-
lease stated that "Greek rush, both
formal and informal, disrupts the
social bonds formed in residence
halls and fragments the First-ye- ar
class, especially in the spring semes-
ter. Moreover, rush and pledging
appear to have a negative effect on
academic performance of first-ye- ar
students," the report continued.
AOA OAX nK
Greeks fight negative rep with positive action
Luke Lindberg & David Lohr
Voice Staff
The issue of fraternities and so-
rorities has recently been the topic
of nationwide debate. Greek groups,
even on The College of Wooster
campus, have developed a bad repu-
tation due to a number of alcohol-relate- d
incidents involving social or-
ganizations.
However, in the midst of this anti-Gre- ek
furor, the general consensus
among Greek groups is that people
overlook the positive contributions
Greeks bring to college campuses
and focus, rather, on isolated inci-
dents that give Greek groups in gen-
eral a bad name.
While no one wants to see an ir-
responsible use of alcohol, Greek
groups do provide a social atmo-
sphere in which students can
gather, with or without alcohol.
"Most parties are thrown by Greek
organizations. It is impossible to
have a school that is all academic,"
said Chanda Dawson '00, a mem-
ber of Zeta Phi Gamma. "People
The Present
Colleges look at Greek overhaul
Other Liberal Arts schools look at similar reform
Naomi Kresge
News Editor
Greek issues are not unique to the
College of Wooster. President Stan
Hales' recently proposed amendments
to the Greek system have their roots
in part in 'the policies of his alma
mater, Pomona College of California.
Pomona's first-ye- ar students are
currently prohibited from participa-
tion in rush activities until the sec-
ond semester of their college careers
a ban which during Hales' un-
dergraduate years extended through
the entire first year.
During his Sunday evening discus-
sion with the Inter-Gree-k Council on
"Greek rush, both
formal and informal,
disrupts the social bonds
formed in residence
halls andfragments the
first-ye- ar class. . . "
-- report from
Gettysburg College
his recent proposal. Hales mentioned
his membership on discussion
listserves with college presidents and
administration members across the
country. He stated that through this
involvement, he has learned of the al--
look at parties as bad because of
the irresponsible actions of some
individuals. In terms of attracting
students, the social climate of the
school is just as important as the
academic."
Some criticize the Greeks for be-
ing purely social organizations, but
all groups do participate in regular
service projects. Jeannie Kosinski
'00, a member of Pi Kappa, said
that the Peanuts are active in many
different service projects, includ-- '
ing the CAP program. As a way
to show how important the CAP
program really is, a number of Pi
local elementary schools and talk Just Uke tne oetOS ana
Krappers." Kosinski blames most
of this negative publicity. on igno-
rance on the part of independents
and faculty.
Matthew Breznai '01, a member
of Phi Delta Sigma, agreed.
"People always associate Greeks
with Animal House, but we're not
"It's been hardfor us," said
Kosinski. "We feel the
facility look at US like We 're
Krappers.'
all like that," he said. "All the re-
cent controversy has made us
come together, it's made us that
much tighter."
But even if Greek groups were
purely social, would that necessar-
ily be a bad thing? According to
Ryan Kerr '00, a member of Xi Chi
The Gettysburg committee also
concluded that a sophomore rush
would lead to an increase in junior
and senior leadership. The report
states that "having sophomores in
"Moreover, rush and
pledging appear to have
a negative effect on
academic performance
of first-ye- ar students.
the report continued.
residence and in key leadership po-
sitions may make the groups more
vulnerable to hazing and other seri-
ous violations that put the entire or-
ganization at risk."
Although the Gettysburg situation
is exacerbated by the fact that its so-
cial clubs require a commitment to
"live in a house for members'
junior and senior years," Wooster
Director of Student Activities Bob
Rodda drew a parallel between teh
Gettysburg aims and Hales stated
goal of exposing first-ye- ar students
"to as many different aspects of the
campus as possible."
Rodda also stated that colleges
Colgate, Dickenson, Bucknell and
Lafayette are also looking for ways
to alter their Greek policies.
Psi, not at all. "I think the Greek
system gives students the opportu-
nity to unwind and get to know each
other without the pressure of classes
or having to 'free this one' and 'save
that one.'"
Generally overlooked when dis-
cussions of Greek groups ensue are
the reasons why most members
join in the first place. Contrary
to popular belief, all club and
section members didn't join to
drink or haze. EKO president
Denise Brown '00 noted that
"freshman year, I hated
Greeks." But the more time that
Brown spent with her future sis-
ters, the more she liked what the
group had to offer. "I got to know
them all as more than just "Greeks',"
Brown added. She also noted that
the EKO's large number of alums
who keep coming back to visit are a
Looldngfor a solution
The Future
James Allardice -
Editor-in-Chi- ef
In response to last year's inci-
dents involving the suspension and
expulsion of two Greek organiza-
tions. President Stan Hales put an
"admittedly radical proposal" on
the table, hoping the campus will
respond with "equally, if not more
radical proposals.'
While Hales proposal has not
been embraced by the campus
community, no other student orga-
nizations have come forward with
"radical proposals. '
"After going through everything
that happened last year, people are
more conscious of the Greek sys-
tem and all facets cf Greek life,"
Assistant Director of Student Ac-
tivities Joe Gutowski said. "A raised
consciousness will only lead us in a
positive direction," he added
Following last year's two highly
publicized incidents, some
changes have been made. Cam-
pus Council has adopted an ad hoc
committee to study Greek life, in
addition to the Committee on So-
cial Organizations forming a work-
shop for club and section presi-
dents as well as new member edu-
cators. "The discussions are
good," Gutowski said.
"We've already done more this
year than last year and we are mov- - .
ing in the right direction. As long
testament to the significance of the
organization.
Kosinski echoed Brown's state-
ments. "I really felt a sense of sis-
terhood by the end of the third rush."
she noted.
Greek members believe there are
benefits for the individual members
of fraternities and sororities. "Greek
life puts an emphasis on forming
bonds and friendships with people
who are different than you," said
Dawson. Indeed, Greek groups can
bring together diverse groups of in-
dividuals by providing them with a
common bond membership in the
group.
Kosinski again echoed these sen-
timents, noting that "I'm most proud
of our diversity as a group. We have
people that are involved in all kinds
of different campus organizations,
clubs and sports."
as we keep taking steps forward,
the Greek system can be every-
thing Stan Hales wants it to be,"
he said.
As discussion on Hales pro-
posal continues in Campus Coun-
cil was well Inter-Gree- k Council,
Hales waits for students to take the
taking the next step.
"The President is looking for
clubs and sections to take the ini-
tiative," Director of Student Ac-
tivities Bob Rodda said. "Change
that is accepted by both the orga-
nizations as well as the adminis-
tration hinges on the groups being
incident free, meaning nothing like
last year with alcohol and hazing."
An issue that has been brought
up by Hales and different campus
organizations is the dwindling
numbers in Greek organizations.
"You need numbers to function,
but I don't know if fewer Greeks
is necessarily bad.
Some groups want to be small,
some want the larger numbers.
More important than the actual
numbers is to have healthy and
thriving groups."
"Our system has accepted the
fact that there are problems and it
will be a long process, if dramatic
changes are ever going to be
made," Gutowski said. "Nothing
can be solved overnight, but effec-
tive change can be made.
EKO zor
Inefficiency ofRA selection
As the sua set over Douglass Hall last Sunday, shadows
lengthened, the air cooled and a weekend of RA selection
Round I crawled to an end. The handprints on the walls of
the attic formed a Gothic backdrop to circles of chairs and
would-b-e RAs frantically, or cluelessly, attempting to make
a name for themselves.
While The Voice realizes that the Residential Life staff
needs some strategy for differentiating between 130 pro-
spective campus leaders, first-ye- ar counselors and party
regulators, sitting candidates in circles with composites of
Joe Schmoe's roommate issues and expecting constructive
conversation leaves something to be desired. Potential ca
pacity for understanding, one-on-o- ne communicating and .
most importantly, real canng about residents problems does
not necessarily emerge in constructed and monitored quast-conversat- ion
between up to 15 nervous and confused can-
didates."
Lest we run the risk of printing fruitless whining, we'll
venture some' suggestions. First, run background checks
for both academic and conduct records before the first round
of interviews even begin. Let the weight of written appli
cations, including the essay portion, cut the applicant pool
in half. Then, when first round interviews do take place,
the groups can be small enough that details of personality
and aptitude can actually emerge." .'-- '-
We don't presume that our suggestions can fully resolve
the befuddlement that is RA selection. But the voices from
the peanut gallery might have something to offer,
Witt game gives Woo a show
At Friday's pep rally the players promised the Papp would
be rockin. And they didn't disappoint. Saturday's game
against Wittenberg was billed as the biggest in school his-
tory, and even though Wooster lost 28-1- 4, everyone in-
volved deserves praise. The stadium was filled, complete
with fans overflowing onto the hill "west of the stadium.
The fans were loud and boisterous. But even more impor-
tantly, they were respectful. In a game in which emotions
ran high, the players on both sides showed class that car-
ried into the stands! The Scots won't be advancing to the
playoffs, not this year at least. But the season is hardly a
disappointment For Wittenberg, games like this are noth-
ing new. The Tigers are the only Division III program to
tally over 600 career wins, and as a result, are accustomed
to playing in emotional and meaningful games. Jim Barnes
is.teaching the Scots how to do that. ;
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Letter: Mom tears into Housing
To the Editors:
It was a sunny afternoon in late
August and excitement was in the
air. My daughter was entering a
"new to me" residence concept
called Volunteer Program housing.'
There were to be seven female stu-
dents on the lower level of the
house, and eight guys, participating
in a separate volunteer program,
would be residing on the upper
. level. As I entered the kitchen, I was
introduced to the father of one of the
young men. I couldn't help notic-
ing that his demeanor was troubled.
(Being a parent, you know these
things. It's what I call " a red flag.")
He then quickly addressed the prob-
lem of which I was not aware ... it
was in the basement!
My daughter and I followed him
down the stairs. I walked through
the cavernous quarters of the dingy
basement and there, behind a rick-
ety, lockless door stood a 2' x 4'
shower. That's when the "red flag"
came waving again. "For the love
of God.... we have seven females
and eight males living here!"
Question 1: How could the ad-
ministration overlook or justify this
condition for so long? Question 2:
How have these poor students tol
erated this condition all these years?
When the female students went to
discuss this problem in the spring
with the Director of Housing, they
were told things would work out.
They have in the past. I don't want
to think of what that indicated. They
were also told that in order to keep
things from becoming unruly, it was
better to create co-e- d nouses.
(Sounds like someone was being
used as a buffer here.)
Somehow, the considerations
such as privacy, decency, safety and
the "good Presbyterian founding-father- s'
morals" were misplaced
somewhere. So the dad and I
marched over to the Administration
Office on that August afternoon and
met with the Dean of Students to
discuss the possibility of installing
a shower head for the women in the
first-flo- or bathroom or any other
such remedy. After all, regardless
of the "co-ed- " situation, it is absurd
to suggest that 15 people can suc-
cessfully share two showers.
After that meeting, I could see
how the students were convinced
that "all would work out ." The PR
was heavy, but they did agree to look
into the situation. We left uneasy and
returned to the house. I installed a
latch on the shower door and the dad
said he'd keep me informed if he
heard any news. My daughter did
call me within a week and said that
the administration eventually came
to the house. By October, another
shower room was constructed! It's
still not the ideal solution, but it's a
big step and I commend them for
their actions. I hope next year
houses will be assigned with a little
more insight.
Students don't have to give up
basic comforts, safety and privacy
to enjoy and obtain a "liberal" edu-
cation. This was just one situa-
tion, and I encourage any student
or parent who sees the "red flag"
to pursue the cause. I know the Ad-
ministration doesn't mean any
harm, but sometimes one must
light the small candle in the cor-
ners to see the whole room.
PS--1 currendy have met all the stu-
dents in Troyer House and found them
to be some of the most pleasant and
conscientious young people one can
find. They respect and look out for one
another, which gives moms like me
some sleep at night. Bless you all.
Helene Atassi
North Ridgeville, OH
Solution to program problems
Jamie Williamson
I am a senior and a third year
member of the chemical free pro-
gram. The chem-fre- e program re-
quires that students sign a contract
agreeing not to drink on the hall
and not come back to the hall in-
toxicated. I lived in Kenarden
during my sophomore and junior
years and now live in Hider Apart-
ment A. I had hoped to get a single
in chem-fre- e for this year, but once
numbers were issued and floor
plans were posted, it was obvious
that that was not a possibility.
There are several reasons for
this. First of all, chem-fre- e women
lost an entire floor, moving from
two floors to one in Kenarden, and
were instead moved to Hider
Apartments where there were no
singles. Secondly, there are many
seniors on the list for chem-fre- e
who had never lived in the chem-fre- e
program. This was a problem
because they had higher numbers
than most people who had lived in
chem-fre- e for several years and
edged those with more seniority
out of singles.
Upon discovering this problem,
a group of concerned chem-fre- e
members met with Matha
Thornton, Director of Housing, to
discuss possible options for im-royi- ng
this sysm. The best op--
A bon that was agreed upon by mem
bers of the program was to have
room draw based on how many
years a person has lived in the pro-
gram. This system could not be
implemented last year, however,
since it did not appear in the hand-
book of housing options that was
issued at the beginning of the sec-
ond semester. Thornton informed
us that a change was not possible
I lucked out and couldn 't
be happier, living with
three ofmy friends in a
huge apartment, but other
seniors were not so lucky.
until the room draw process for the
2000-200- 1 school year. The only
way that a change could be made
would be through a written pro-
posal from students with the ap-
proval of the housing department.
Basically, housing could not help
us out this year, and we were out
of luck.
So, chem-fre- e members took it
upon themselves and arranged a
meeting to "map out" where they
would live a few days before room
draw so as not to leave tanyone
t
without a roommate or a place to
live. We met in Lowry, where the
floor plans were posted, and we
paired up into roommates. We
then picked where each of us was
interested in living, beginning
with the person with the first num-
ber down to the last This was not
only a chance to see where others
wanted to live, but also to discuss the
problems all of us had encountered
with the process. Some people even
used the meeting to find a roommate
for the next year.
I lucked out and couldn't be
happier, living with three of my
friends in a huge apartment, but
other seniors were not so lucky.
I can think of one off of the top
of my head who thought she
would get a single but had a very
low room draw number. She met
her roommate the night of the
chem-fre- e meeting. Another
unlucky senior had to find a
roommate at room draw because
she could not attend the meeting.
The good news is that housing
has agreed to hold a meeting with
program members to discuss pos-
sible changes in the system. There
are many changes that we as stu-
dents feel would benefit those that
are involved in programs, espe-
cially chemical free and quiet, and
especially those students who have
been involved since the beginning.
It is obvious that a change needs
to be made in the housing process.
It is up to us as students to try to
make these changes occur.
Jamie ,ViUian?sdn is a guest
col'iuhnistf )orThe Wooster' Voice.
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Stuck in Annex but livin' it up
Joe Vardon
When you first walk into the An-
nex on moving in day, it feels more
like you are walking into a sauna
than into a college dorm. There
seems to be steam coming from the
walls, and your shirt is stuck to your
body before you even have your
computer out of the box. And when
it is time to go to bed in the early
fall or late spring, it would be a good
irlea to have three. fan: poind
full blast with both windows This is a situation in which block
open, and make sure to keep housing has worked. A gTOUp of
a bottle of water to dump or, people wh0 have so mucnyourself occasionally through , . j-r- r tand are so different tookthe common yetnight to keep from over- -
heating. hold ofa situation and made the best
As the weather has 0f ft. Because of their efforts, they
changed, so has the tem- - becoming betterpeople.perature condition in the . r r
Annex. Now, the main hall -
is absolutely freezing because the
Scheide side door is always
propped open because it can't be
opened with a key. (Are you kid-
ding me? Two doors to the whole
place and one of them doesn't
open!) The windows need to be
covered with plastic to ensure that
the cold Ohio air does not pen-
etrate your room.
The hallway carpet is a bad
color orange and there are-man- y
stains and crusty marks
throughout the hallway that aren't
coming out anytime soon. The
bathroom only has two toilets, and
one of them is usually stuffed with
unopened rolls of toilet paper, so
that kind of narrows a person's op-
portunities to go to the bathroom.
Other than the location ot tne
building Lcan.t think of one reason
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to be happy about living in the An-
nex this year. The amazing part is,
I am having more fun than I could
have possibly imagined.
I live with a group of friends and
teammates who decided to take
part in the block-housin- g program.
When we heard that we were ban-
ished to the Annex, we were less
than thrilled. A house seems so
much better to live in. Why did
we end up in a place that reminds
me more of a bad housing area at
some summer camp than a dorm
on a campus with a $26,000 a year
tuition? But we were assigned to
live there for the year, so we went
ahead and moved in. Now it feels
like a true home, a place that is so
comfortable and so fun that I can
hardly imagine complaining about
living there just a few short
months ago.
The xloors to the rooms are al-
ways open. Instead of having one
roommate, I often have nine. We
hang out, play Play Station, watch
sports, play catch in the hallway
or just act like idiots. We compete
in everything there is to compete
in. Who is better in Jeopardy, who
is better in NCAA Football 2000?
When someone has a problem.
there are nine other friends, psy- -
chologists or pairs of ears that are- -
?"
Jt:
there to help. When someone
wants Taco Bell, anyone in there
is more than willing to lend their
car or even go on the run them
selves. Living with a group of
people teaches one how to be un-
selfish, how to not'always put one-
self first.
All of our friends who live else-
where come to visit us, and that is
something that I would never have
thought would happen. But these
people see what we have going for
us, and they want to be a
part of it. And they are
very much a part of it. The
doors of the Annex are al-
ways open to people who
just want to come in and
hang out or who want to
wrestle in the hallway or
throw water on the girls
upstairs.
This is a situation in
which block housing has worked. A
group of people who have so much
in common and are yet so different
took hold of a situation and made
the best of it. Because of their ef-
forts, they are becoming better
people. They are learning what it
truly takes to interact with others.
Yeah, they are stuck in one of the
most unfavorably conditioned
dorms in the Midwest, but they
know whom they are living with.
They don't have to put up with the
' clowns that annoy them just across
the hall.
Those people don't exist there.
Friends live in those places. And
without friends, the Annex would be
a much different place.
Joe Vardon is a guest columnist
for The Wooster Voic4
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Can't keep livin' like this
Karen Auble
I came across a forgotten draw-
ing in my files the other day. It was
not a Picasso or an Escher, just a
drawing by Rachel, though it got me
thinking just the same. The scene
is of the quad and the date in the
corner reads 'April 1998.' Rachel
and I are depicted as frown-face- d
and destitute, sheltered only by
cardboard boxes while Crayola-colore- d
faces smile down on us mock-
ingly from the windows of
Kenarden.
The drawing is no exaggeration.
On a Saturday in April of 98, after
waiting in the Lowry basement for
an hour, rooms ran out long before
our numbers came up. And while,
as first-year- s, we were able to able
to turn our housing misfortunes into
humor, I'm not laughing anymore.
There needs to be a more effec-
tive way of distributing rooms
among upperclassmen. Under the
existing general room draw proce-
dures, if you're not a rising senior
carrying a card with a number be-
tween one and 30 guess what
you're probably living with first-year- s.
.. Forget about Luce or
Kenarden. Instead, consider living
in Compton for a fourth year.
I commend those who attempt to
beat this system and succeed. My
friend who masquerades as Russian
gets into Luce. And another who
fervently swears she is chem-fre- e
enjoys her third year in Kenarden.
Yet at the same time a smoke-fre- e
resident gets holed up in the Holden
Annex. What's going on? Why the
disparities? After all, it's not as if
the members of those programs in
Luce and Kenarden really earn then-room- s
or that residents of Holden
Annex deserve theirs.
And though we should not eradi-
cate all programs and consign ev-
eryone to the pains of general room
draw, we can potentially make the
distribution of rooms a bit more fair.
At some colleges, students pay dif-
ferent rates for different housing op-
tions. You wouldn't pay as much to
feS f'r' tt.
is.
.
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stay at the Pink Flamingo as you
would at the Waldorf-Astori- a. Simi-
larly, a sophomore who is randomly
thrown into Bissman isn't enjoying
the same luxuries as a sophomore
in Luce. Students who are forced
into substandard housing should be
somehow compensated for their
misery.
The College also needs to begin
exploring housing plans which en-
title upperclassmen to certain ad-
vantages over their younger peers.
The options that are open to seniors
should not also be open to sopho-
mores, let alone first-year- s. People
of different academic classes have
different lifestyles and different
needs. The kind of living situation
I didn't mind as a first-ye- ar is now
my number one incentive to move
my act off campus.
Perhaps it's beneficial for first-yea- rs
to live on a hall and share a
bathroom with 30 other students and
eat three square Lowry meals a day.
Personally, after three years of this,
I'm ready for a change. A lot of
schools offer student apartments,
suites and co-o- p housing open to all
upperclassmen through a similar lot-
tery system. At Wooster, I think
we'd like our freedom too.
It is ridiculous that after three or
four years here, upperclassmen still
find themselves in dungeon of
Stevenson, Holden basement ... we
deserve a little bit more. As the last
rising junior in room draw last year,
I narrowly escaped the independent
section of Bissman, taking one of
the last doubles in Compton. A
double in Compton? Hardly a privi-
lege of seniority.
But then I think. 'This is Wooster'
and I think of-Rach- el and our card-
board box on the quad. I may not
be homeless any more. But as the
current housing system becomes
more insufficient for my needs, I can
envision happier students in envi-
able abodes. And they look down
at our system, grinning wildly.
Karen Auble is the Asst.
Viewpoints Editor of The Wooster
Voice.
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President Hales meets with students at
tend the Educational Policy Com-
mittee meeting on a weekly basis,
he does attend it frequently. These
and the students."
committees meet on Monday, Tues-
day and Wednesday, respectively,
from 4 until 6 p.m.
Hales also meets with his execu-
tive staff weekly and with various
deans and vice presidents of the
school. One of these people is Rob-
ert Walton, Vice President for Fi-
nance and Business. In the meeting
with Walton, which occurred at 8:30
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A day in the life of Stan: highpowered and hectic
Being a college president may appear to be a cushyjob, but only because some make it look easy
Jon Raessler tf " ; I W i IStaff Wrtter
Ever wonder what Stan Hales ac-
tually does when he is not presid-
ing over formal events such as fo-
rums and dedications? Is there
enough work to fill an eight-ho- ur
workday? Does his work justify the
salary the school pays him? Vari-
ous students have asked these
same questions but up until now
no one had any outlet for gather-
ing answers.
Luckily, Hales granted the
Wooster Voice the privilege of sit-
ting in on several of his meetings
and interviewing him so as to gather
the inside scoop on a typical day in
the life of The College of Wooster's
president.
For Hales, some days are busier
than others. When the "
Board ofTrustees visits the , , . , .Hales does his andcollege, which occurs three enjoy position IS
times per year, Hales par-- more than willing to put in these long
ticipates in meetings with hours if it ic for the benefit of the t
", college
included the dedication of
the Severance Chemistry building
and the Copeland chair inaugura-
tion.
There is also a regular schedule
of meetings that Hales attends on a
weekly basis; these include the Fi-
nancial Advisory Committee, the
Teaching Staff & Tenure Commit-
tee and the Educational Policy Com-
mittee. Though Hales does not at--
h 4h
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A Day In The Life OfStan .
6:00 Wake up. '
6:45 Arrive at Galpin. When Hales arrives at the office, he will uti
lize the time between 6:45 a.m. and his first meeting to re-
spond to - the large volume of mail, email and phone calls that
here -- . ceives
8:00 Committee on Committees.
9:00 Martin Luther King Committee. Hales participates in many
community forums. .The Martin Luther King Committee was
designed to plan a celebration for King's holiday.
10:00 Student Tutorial. Hales meets with a student doing a tutorial
.
course with him.
11:00 Tour with visiting trustees. When trustees arrive. Hales will
often show them the campus.
12:00 Lunch with above.
2:00 Meeting with professor. Professors may schedule individual
appointments to discuss certain matters with Hales
4:00 Teaching Staff & Tenure Committee. This is a weekly meet
ing which the President chairs, the Teaching Staff & Tenure
Committee makes recommendations on the contract and ten
ure status of faculty.
6:00 Dinner for the Copeland Inaugural Lecture. Hales presides :
over dedication dinners. This particular dinner was for the
-- dedication of the Henry and Laura Copeland Chair in the His
tory Department
7:00 Inaugural Lecture. Following dinner, Hales also presides over
the inaugural speech for the Copeland Chair.
12:00 , Retire. After the day of meetings, dedication and lecture. Hales
'
' will work on various tasks in the office or at the President's
: Home until he turns in to rest up for the next busy day.
r -
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a recent Inter-Gree- k Council.meeting.
a.m., the primary topics included
how to use funding for various
projects and the most efficient way
in which the College
should use its available
funds.
Throughout this
meeting. Hales listened
with a serious counte
nance, asking questions
and reflecting on every
option available with every item
on the agenda.
The purpose of this meeting was
for Walton to inform Hales on the
progression of various projects and
to insure that the projects were
meeting their original goals in
their process. The primary con-
clusion reached by Hales and
Walton was that further explora-
tion into each item on the agenda
was needed.
Hales also meets with student
leaders from different groups on
campus, such as Campus Council or
the cricket club.
Hales usu- -
ally leaves Hales says thatThursdays and 14 to 15 hoursFridays open
a usual day is
during the
for travel As school year;
with his cam- - wffl not get to
pus
Hales'
schedule.
travel a.m., though
schedule is
busier on some weekends than oth-
ers. Last Thursday, Hales left for
Massachusetts for a series of meet-
ings on college consortiums and re-
turned to Wooster on Saturday
morning.
On Sunday morning, he traveled
to Baltimore for meetings on Mon-
day and Tuesday, then went south
to Washington D.C. for meetings on
Wednesday and Thursday. He will
return to Wooster tonight Though
this is an example of an extremely
long and busy travel schedule, travel
does play a major role in Hales'
schedule.
Hales says that his usual day is
14 to IS hours during the school
year; some nights, he will not get to
sleep until 1 a.m., though this is
" Sl ' rS--i
i1 photo by Julie Buss
Sitting in his office in Galpin Hall, Hales listens intently to a student's concerns.
One lucky student each semester gets a tutorial with the President.
rare. On weekends where he does
not travel. Hales utilizes Suijilay
as a day of relaxation. Ovef the
summer months, the workday is
cut back to 10 to 12 hours.
Does thejob ever
reach a high
level of
some nights, he stress?
sleep until 1 Hales re-
plies,this is rare. "Oc-casionally
there are
periods of time busier than others."
Hales realizes that with anything,
though, there will be periods of time
that may be more stressful than oth--
j;?--- u.
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Is there any time for badminton?
When asked, Hales will chuckle. He
replies, "My wife coaches six to
eight local badminton players and
twice a week, she'll have me play
some of her students."
Balancing all of these responsibili-
ties requires an extremely high level
of dedication. When all of the events
in his hectic schedule are strung to-
gether, they more than constitute an
eight hour day. However, Hales does
enjoy his position and is more than
willing to put in these long hours if
it is "for the benefit of the college
and the students."
Got a gripe?
Come to the Publications Meeting on Dec. 2!
4 p.m. in the Andrews Room of the Library.
Share your thoughts, and concerns on the
Voice, Goliard and Index with the
Publications Committee.
FREE REFRESHMENTS!!!
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Features
An amish milder-mystery-?
Chemistry professor delves into the world offiction
laurcn kulchawik
Associate Editor
A stereotypical chemistry profes-
sor: a figure in a white lab coat and
goggles who is bent over test tubes
and enveloped in a world of scien-
tific thought, right? Not exactly.
Although his office's bookshelves
are stocked with fat chemistry texts. it
Professor Paul L. Gaus leads a sepa-
rate literary life apart from the test
tube world. A perfect example of a
liberal arts Renaissance man,
Gaus has published a best-selli- ng
fiction novel: an Amish mur-
der mystery. of
"I'm not sure how many of my have
students know I do this sort of Amishthing," says Gaus. More likely,
they place him in the context of That's
the chemistry classroom, where said.
he has taught since 1977. "I'd
always wanted to be a teacher," re-
members Gaus, who eventually
chose chemistry over marine biol-
ogy because "it's sophisticated. The
concepts are very complex and dy-
namic; it's orderly, so things fall
into place in a beautiful way ...
there's an incredible unifying design to
to chemistry.
So how would this love for or-
derly design lead to fictional writ-
ing? Gaus has taught FYS for years. To
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One year in particular, he taught
Navajo history using Tony
Hillerman's novels, which are mys-
teries that include elements of Na-
vajo culture. "I asked the students
to rewrite the last chapter of the
novel, 'Dance Hall of the Dead. I
thought, if I were to ask my students
to do this, I had better be able to do
myself!"
This thought was the impetus to
begin his own novel, "Blood of the
Prodigal." Gaus, as a scholar of
"Severalfriends ofmine, some
whom used to be Amish,
said that my. portrayal of
life is very authentic.
important to me," Gaus
:
Amish culture, wanted to tie this
knowledge into his story. He has
studied and visited Amish commu-
nities throughout Holmes County
for 1 S years, making contacts with
families along the way. "Several
friends of mine, some of whom used
be Amish, have said that my por-
trayal of Amish life is very authen-
tic. That's important to me." Gaus
grappled with "a delicate challenge.
draw thin stereotypes or exploit
am
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traditions would have been a mis-
take."
Gaus began writing in 1993 but
did not bring a manuscript to Ohio
University Press until 1997. He
describes his overall goal: "I've
tried to write a story that questions
how an Amish family would re-
spond to a particular crisis, and how
their faith would cause them to re-
act differently than our families
might react."
The plot of "Blood of the Prodi-gal- "
begins with Jonah Miller,
who sneaks back home to his
Amish community after being
shunned for 10 years. He kid-
naps his son. who had been liv-
ing with his grandfather. Miller
writes a note that says he will
keep the boy for the summer so
that he can experience the real
world. This causes much ani-
mosity, because the grandfather, as
the bishop of the community, had
put the ban on his son. A murder
occurs, which places the boy in great
jeopardy. The three central charac-
ters a history professor, the sher-
iff of Holmes County and a pastor
of a small county church try to
find the boy and solve the mystery.
Gaus' personal writing tactics in
clude making outlines of plot se-
quences and writing extensive notes
about characters' personalities.
"You do a lot of daydreaming," ex-
plains Gaus. "You have to give a
lot of thought to the personalities
you construct ...
as the plot un-
folds, the actions Fiction is
and reactions of more intense
the characters writing in
make sense de-
pending experienceon their
personalities. I through,"
profoundly
than science
terms of the
the writer goes
says Gaus.
know a great
deal more about my characters than
I was able to put in just one book!"
Gaus has finished a second novel
and is halfway through a third. Both
new novels have the same cast of
main characters, only with new
mysteries to solve.
Famous mystery writers often use
the same cast of characters in their
series, and Gaus has "read them all."
However, he says, "I read them for
mistakes in character develop-
ment, sentence structure, places
where suspense should have been
built more carefully not for fun."
He has not found mistakes in Tony
Hillerman and Earl Stanley
Gardener's Perry Mason series.
Hillerman himself is quoted on the
novel's back cover, saying, "No one
who enjoys a fresh approach to the
mystery novel, plus an insider's
look at Ohio's old order Amish cul-
ture, should miss 'Blood of the
Prodigal' PL. Gaus gives us a kind,
gentle, and intriguing look at crime
inside Ohio's famous Amish
- '
'. ,i
Professor Paul Gaus interacts with his
colony." . '
Gaus has learned from other writ-
ers' mistakes that "you've got to
know your people ... if you're go-
ing to put a gun in someone's hand.
you have to
know what that
character would
do. Would they
delicately get rid
of it. or cock the
pistol for prac-
tice?"
On weekends,
Gaus takes a break from writing sci-
entific journal articles to "conjure
up mood, setting, point of view and
dialogue" in his fiction. "Fiction is
profoundly more intense than sci-
ence writing in terms of the experi-
ence the writer goes through." he
adds. Although he believes that sci-
ence writing can be a challenge, it
pi)iu hv Ami i h Kn
First Year Seminar class.
is easier than fiction because "there
are standard expectations in science.
It's pretty straightforward to write
down the facts from data found in
the lab." Unlike his lab work.
Gaus' experience in the literary
world has been filled with "editors,
waiting for reviews, going to hook
signings and lectures, fan mail and
newspapers calling me for inter-
views. " The public reception to
Gaus' carefully crafted characters
has been very enthusiastic. "People
tell me they've travelled lo the
places mentioned in the novel. One
lady took photos of these places and
showed them to me at a hook sign-
ing. Another lady told me she sells
copies of my novel next to the
vacuum cleaners she sells."
"All sorts of fun stuff happens to
you when you publish a successful
novel." Gaus smiles.
,$$$. MONEY $$$
What better way not to earn extra
money than writing for the Voice?
Voiceacs. wooster.edu --or- x2598.
If all your friends jumped off a
bridge you'd be lonely and have to
write for the Voice.
$$$MONEY$$$..
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The real world doesn't have to be a scary place
Career Services offers a wide variety of tools for students searchingfor their dream jobs
- s 2r
0
FA Rubbermaid Student Development
David Lohr
Features Editor
According to a study by the Na-
tional Association of Colleges and
Employers, the healthy economy and
tight labor market have resulted in
higher starting salaries and a greater
variety of jobs for liberal arts gradu-
ates. "Employers find that liberal
arts students have an ability to learn,
they communicate well, they have
"Sometimes you have to
make sacrifices in the
short run to get whatyou
want in the long run,"
said Lippert.
decision-makin- g skills and do well
in many areas," said Sylvia Howell,
coordinator for placement in the
School of Liberal Arts at Purdue Uni-
versity. "They often find they can get
better results hiring a liberal arts ma-
jor than someone with only a techni-
cal background." This is good news
for students who will enter the work-
ing world after graduation. Even bet-
ter news is that the Career Services
Center is ready and willing to help
students tap into today's bigger and
better job market, making the transi-
tion from college to the "real world"
as painless as possible.
Wooster graduates already have an
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Center
edge over other liberal arts gradu-
ates because of Wooster's unique
Independent Study program. The
Career Services Center works
hard to help students turn that
edge into a meaningful and re-
warding career.
According to Carrie Lippert, As-
sistant Pirector of Career Services,
liberal arts graduates are an
employer's dream, but they don't
always know that that is what they
want. "A lot of the skills they em-
ployers are looking for will be ac-
quired through creative problem
solving, good written and oral com-municati-on
and good analytic
skills, which are challenged and
fostered during I.S.," she said. "It's
hard for students to understand
what's unique about them, coming
from Wooster . . . it's not until you
get out there and are working with
students from 25 other schools
that you realize, 'hey, this is what
made my Wooster experience
unique.'"
The Career Services Center of-
fers numerous resources and ser-
vices for students in all stages of
their career searches. They have
information about different careers
and graduate school opportunities,
hold workshops and seminars on
topics such as choosing a major and
conducting an effective job search
and offer videotaped practice inter-
views for students to hone their
15" 20 25 30
Employed Respondents
Salaries, Full-Tim- e
skills. In addition, Career Services
will help students schedule inter-
views with on-camp- us recruiters
and send prospective
employers the resumes
of students whose job
criteria match the posi-
tion
Grduti
being offered. 11
Despite the resources
available to students
looking for a career, the
easiest way to expedite
the process is to start
early. Choosing a ca-
reer is a four year pro-
cess.
First years should
simply take the time to
explore their interests
and begin to find out
what they enjoy by tak-
ing classes and getting
involved in extracur-
ricular activities.
What's the key to pick-
ing the right career for
you? "Find some-
thing you're passionate Class
about," said Lippert,
"so you'll want to get
up in the morning. If you're pas-
sionate about your job, it's much
easier."
The sophomore year should be a
time to set a possible career direc-
tion and students should take the
time to talk to people about their ca-
reers. Sophomore year is also an ex-
cellent time to begin developing
leadership experience through ex-
tracurricular activities and summer
jobs and internships. Lippert said
that internships are very valuable,
both because they allow students
to "sample" different careers to
"Find something you're
passionate about," said
Lippert, "so you'll want
to get up in the morning
see if they would like a certain job
and because they teach students
marketable skills for after gradu-
ation. "Get some practical expe-
rience in the working world," said
Lippert. "We recommend intern-
ships the summers after both the
sophomore and junior years."
The junior year is the time to work
on creating a professional resume
and networking to meet people who
can help you meet your goals. The
College of Wooster boasts an as-
tounding number of alumni willing
to help with this task. The Scots
Career Network, sponsored by Ca-
reer Services and the Alumni Rela-
tions Office, is a database of over
850 Alumni in various career .areas. ,
nationwide. Lippert said that the
Network is a good way to develop
contacts in the working world. "This
is a great resource for current stu- -
... Othe;
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dents to learn about a particular type
of employment or career area," she
said.
Finally, by the time a student
reaches their senior year, he or she
should be in the final steps of the
search for a job or graduate school
sending out resumes and inter-
viewing. Lippert said that the many
Got a brain?
Use it.
asa student-ru- n
newspaper, we want
to write about what
you, the student,
want to read about.
This is sometimes
DIFFICULT TO DO
WITHOUT YOUR INPUT.
If there are any .
events or people
YOU 'D LIKE TO SEE
.
COVERED IN THE '
Features section,
'please let us know.
Call us, x2598 or .
SEND US AN EMAIL AT T
VOICEACS. WOOSTER.EDU
seniors have the typical anxieties:
will I find a job and how much will
I get paid? Students need not worry
about finding a job af-
ter graduation. How-
ever, don't count on
getting rich your first
17 year out of school. A
survey of 1998 College
of Wooster graduates
showed that of those
currently employed,
only six percent are
earning over $35,000 a
year. But don't be dis-
heartened. "Some-
times you have to
make sacrifices in the
short run to get what
you want in the long
run," said Lippert.
According to Lisa
Kastor, Director of
Career Services, a lib-
eral arts education
also prepares students
for a different aspect
of the career search --
finding a new job. "It
has been predicted
that most people, in their working
lives will change careers five to
seven times. Liberal arts really
-
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WE'LL PAY
YOU $35,000
TOVJARD YOUR
DIPLOMA.
You can earn more than
$18,000 during a standard
Army Reserve enlist-
ment. ..and over $7,000
if you qualify for the
Montgomery GI Bill...ws
help in paying off a qual-
ified student loan up to
$10,000, if eligible.
YouH usually serve one
weekend a month plus
two weeks Annual Train-
ing. And youll serve with
an Army Reserve unit
near your campus.
Over $35,000 toward
college - for part-tim-e
service. .
Think about it.
Then think about us.
And call today:
264-114- 6
BE ALL YOU CAM BE."
ARMY RESERVE
www.goarmy.com
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Sammy's - One of Cleveland's
finest restaurants, and proper attire
is required.
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East Bank Attractions
The East Bank is more upbeat
with more clubs and bars than the
West Bank.
Fagan's - Voted the best seafood
bar in Cleveland in 1998.
O'Connors Pub - An Irish bar
serving some food and, of course, a
lot of beer.
Heaven' - An upbeat club for
people 21 and over. The main room
is heaven, while pool tables and pin
ball machines are located in hell.
The Basement - Part sports bar
and part new wave and techno dance
club.
Have a Nice Day Cafe
style music and atmosphere.
Cleveland Bar - The name is ge-
neric and so is the interior. The
walls and furniture are black and
white with pictures on the wall with
superimposed "Bar" signs. How-
ever, it may be worth checking out.
Brown's Town - A college type
bar and cocktail lounge.
Dick's Last Resort - One of the
most interesting concepts, really, re-
ally bad service. The waiters and
waitresses are unbelievably rude,
and the food is overpriced. How-
ever, the atmosphere is great, mak-
ing Dick's a must-visi- t.
Hooters
scription!
Like you need a de- -
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J.B. Fins - Located behind Hoot-
ers, it has an outdoor patio with is-
land music.
Clubhouse on the River - A laid
back lounge which doesn't really fit
with the theme of the East Bank, but
still a great atmosphere.
The Beach Club - A dance club
with a beach theme. It's
Margaritaville with a twist. One of
the only clubs that admits females
under 21 on Saturday night, but
males must be 21.
Max and Erma's - A Columbus
based restaurant with enough OSU
memorabilia for even the biggest
fan.
B.W. 3's- - Wings! Wings! Wings!
(and some other stuff too).
River's Edge - Good cuisine and
elegant dining. There's even a patio
that overlooks the river, perfect for
romantic weekend dinners.
This is only a sample of the East
Bank, and you are sure to find some-
thing of interest on this side of the
river. The three microbreweries
may be worth checking out, as well
as the Odeon, a concert club featur-
ing many types of music.
Remember : weekend nights,
most of the clubs are 21 and over,
and all of the bars are over 2 1 , so
make sure to call the clubs before
you drive up there with someone
How do I get to the Flats??
From Wooster:
--Take Rt. 83 North to 1-- 71 North to Cleveland
--When you enter the city, 1-- 71 becomes 1-- 90
--Take the Ontario St. exit and turn right onto Ontario
--Veer left at the second light onto W. Huron Rd.
--You will pass the Hard Rock Cafe and Tower City
To the West Bank:
--At the first light after Tower City, turn left onto Su-
perior Ave.
--Cross the DetroitSuperior Bridge
--Stay in the far right lane, and turn right onto W. 25th
St.
--Immediately turn right onto Main Ave.
--Main heads to the nver. There is plenty of parking.
To the East Bank:
--Go straight at the intersection of Superior and W.
Huron
--The road will dead end and you will have to turn left
--There are a few big lots on either side of the street,
and these would be your best bet for parking.
. I I iVj'i I
The Voice Staff Lists Their
Favorite piaces to go in Cleveland
"The Odeon is my favorite spot! It's a kickin club that has an
atmosphere to it that can't be beat!"
--Ben Spieldenner, Photo Editor
'
"Rock Bottom Brewery and Fat Fish Blue. Fat Fish Blue has
live blues music and ribs to die for."
; --Ameila Kays, Photo Editor
. "Nautica Stage because the small outdoor atmosphere makes
for a great concert enviorament."
Chris Powers, Sports Editor
"The Winking lizard. Deceivingly small from the outside, it
provides ample annroom for indulging in tasty beverages.
--Ryan Dansak, Sports Editor
"Hard Rock Cafe. Yummy food, rockin atmosphere and au-
thentic artifacts all guarantee a good time."
--Leila Atassi, Viewpoints Editor
"Rock Bottom Brewery has excellent food and a variety of beer
that is home brewed right in the restaurant, from dark brews to
pale ales.
--Lauren Kulchawik, Associate Editor
. "Fat Fish Blue. Best cajun food in Cleveland. They have the
best jambalaya I've ever had."
--Luke Lindberg, Editor-in-Chi- ef
"The Cedar Lee Theatre. They have movies you can't see any-
where else and a great concession stand where you can buy beer,
wine and homeade pastries."
.-H-
eather Milurn. Assistant News Editor
And Our Picks Are...
"Dick's Last Resort. There's not much to do if you're under
21, but Dick's offers something different for people of all ages.
Terrible service, but a great atmosphere.
.
--Joe Anderson
"Rock Bottom Brewery has great food, especially the soft pret-
zels. And their beer and alcohol selection is great!"
--Molly McKinney
But wait...there's more
If the Flats really aren't your
thing, there are more places down-
town that have great food and a great
atmosphere:
The Winking Lizard --(Prospect
Ave.)
The food here is relatively cheap,
but really good. They offer every-
thing from burgers to Mexican food.
They also have over 100 different
imported beers.
Fishbones - (Prospect Ave.)
On the outside this building looks
like Central Perk from "Friends."
Fishbones is another sports bar, and
offers the most beers on tap in
Cleveland.
Diamondback Brewery - (near
Gund Arena and Jacobs Field)
One Word : Beer.
Fat Fish Blue - (Across from
Tower City)
Fat Fish Blue offers a mix of
Southern and Cajun cuisine, includ-
ing ribs to die for and great corn
bread. One of the main features is
Robert Lockwood Jr., stepson of the
greatest blues legend of all time,
Robert Johnson. Lock wood per-
forms at Fat Fish Blue every
Wednesday night.
Tuscany - (next to Terminal
Tower)
Excellent Italian cuisine. Their
meatballs are unbelievable, and din-
ing is avaiable both indoors and out-
doors.
Coaches - (by Jacobs Field)
An upscale sports bar specializ-
ing in burgers and American cuisine.
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All you ever wanted to know (and more) about The Flats
Joe Aderso ad Molly Mckinney
Voice Staff
It's Friday afternoon, and you and
your friends are sitting around des-
perately trying to find something to
do. Wal-Mar- t? Nah, you're there
practically every night. Acres of
Fun? More like 10 feet of fun. All
of the hopping clubs in Wooster?
Wait. Unless Diggers counts as a
club, there is no such thing in
Wooster. So you're stuck.
But never fear! There is a whole
world of entertainment just an hour
north of campus. Everyone's heard
of The Flats, but not everyone
knows all of what that area of Cleve-
land has to offer. Here is everything
you ever wanted to know about the
Flats (and more).
The History of the Flats
Once the industrial center of
Cleveland, the flat land on both
banks of the Cuyahoga River is now
an entertainment district. But how
did this industrial hell-ho- le become
the center of Cleveland night life?
Before exhaust-spewin- g buses
and automobiles took over the
streets of Cleveland, the Power-
house supplied electricity for
Cleveland's street cars. However,
in 1954, the Powerhouse was shut
down and left along the banks of the
river to decay.
Then, in 1989, the decrepit Pow-
erhouse was brought back from the
dead and transformed into an enter-
tainment complex containing res-
taurants, bars and even an arcade.
Soon after this, other bars and res-
taurants followed suit and began to
open up along both banks of the
river.
ii 4 -
The "Flatsopoly" mural on the side of the
The Powerhouse is one of the many
mest Bank
The Powerhouse
This old power station has been
turned into a three-stor-y entertain-
ment complex. Hungry? Try out
the unique cuisine and specialty
brews at the Rock Bottom Brew-
ery, or your old favorites at
Friday's. : In the mood for some-
thing special? Windows on the
River offers an elegant dining ex
perience. If you just want to hang
out at a bar, or enjoy the club
scene. Howl at the Moon Saloon
and Tonuny's Bar give you ample
opportunities. The Improv pro-
vides a mixture of live comedy and
cuisine. Wanna play around?
Powerplay has a wide selection of
video games and. an open bar.
People under 21 beware : Howl at
the Moon Saloon and Tommy's
Bar are for the big kids only.
m-- i '---
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Harbor Inn
'Ol Tub Taylor won the Annual Trailer-Tras- h distance-spittin- g
event at Gaysney, WV last week. Tub broke
his own world record by sending a wad of spit an unbe-
lievable 1189 yards. He claimed adverse wind condi-
tions limited his effort and that he'll double the mark
next year.
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popular attractions of the Flats.
Attractions
Sugar Warehouse
Walk down the dock from the
Powerhouse and you will run into
the Sugar Warehouse You can
find good food in Panmi's Bar &
Grill, or play pool and party at
Shooter's. If the bar scene piques
your interest, visit Jillian's or
Club Caliente. Once again, those
under 21 may have trouble getting
into the clubs.
Other Attractions
Up the street from the Power-
house is .The Spaghetti Ware-
house, which specializes in fine
Italian cuisine. In the spring and
summer, during the peak concert
season, check out your favorite
bands at Nautica Stage, 'which
provides a great atmosphere for
outdoor entertainment.
Wooster
Winter
Drumline
Auditions will be
held this Saturday
from 2-- 4 p.m.
in Timken Rehearsal
Room
Scheide Music Cen-
ter
Sign up for a time on
Timken Rehearsal
Room Door
Any questions? call
Daren Batke
X3135
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Makeitalfear
to Remember!
$24.95
Shoup and Joy Bishop '01
Create a personalized calendar with your
&roritc phocos at your local Mail Baxrs Ec
Grm Keep k for vouchor it as a gift
Located in the Wal-Ma- rt Plaza
Bewteen Radio Shack and On-Cu-ei
(330)345-449- 4 -
EJHTM
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Springsteen and the E
Luke Lindberg
Editor-in-Chi- ef
When I was six years old, my dad
bought a copy of Bruce
Springsteen's then brand new album
"Born in the U.S.A. I can remem-
ber listening to that tape day in and
day out as we drove to soccer
games, birthday parties and family
outings.
Fast forward 15 years. I'm no
longer six (although I still act like I
am) and I now have my own car and
can listen to whatever I want. How-
ever, other than the fact that I can
legally drive, not a lot has changed.
Bruce Springsteen is still the man
and although it's 15 years after the
release of "Born in the U.S.A.," I still
remember the words to those tunes
like they are a part of my ABCs.
So when Springsteen reunited
with the E Street Band for their first
full scale world tour since the 1987
'Tunnel of Love" tour, I was quick
to hop into the ticket parade and re-
live my own "Glory Days."
This past Sunday and Monday,
Springsteen and the E Street Band
came to Cleveland to play two sold
out shows at Gund Arena. I had the
honor of attending the second show,
despite the fact that I felt out of place
Beginning Fridayat
J Ml. Cf- - HX r ic
Movies 10
Sleepy Hollow (R)
The World is
Not Enough (PG-1- 3)
Anywhere but
Here (PG-1- 3)
Double Jeopardy (R)
House on Haunted Hill (R)
Pokemon (G)
The Bachelor (PG-1- 3)
The Bone Collector (R)
The Insider (R) 3:45,
The Messenger (R)
The Sixth Sense (PG-1- 3)
Sorry, no
( ) Shows Saturday
Coming November
For complete listings any
.
BRUCE
r , ( SPRINGSTEEN
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The cover of Springsteen 's classic "Born
because just about everyone around
me was a good decade or two my
elder.
Three hours and 24 songs after it
began, the forty-is- h, sold-o-ut Gund
Arena crowd had sat through the
concert event of the year, a show of
a magnitude that I can barely com-
prehend.
Both the Boss and his reunited
band were in fine form, rolling
through the first few numbers at a
(12:30, 2:55) 5:20, 7:55, 10:30
(1:00)4:00, 7:00, 10:15
(11:45, 2:25)5:05, 7:50, 10:35
(1:15) 4:20,7:10, 9:45
(12:00, 2:30) 5:00, 7:35, 10:20
(11:55, 2:20)4:55, 7:30, 10:00
(12:10, 2:40) 5:10, 7:45, 10:25
(1:20)4:15,7:20, 10:05
9:55
(12:45)3:55,7:05,10:10
(12:20)7:25
passes.
and Sunday only
24 : Toy Story 2
time, call 345-875- 5.
Street Band
to Run '
blinding pace. In fact, Springsteen
didn't even bother to grant the
crowd his customary "good
evening" until they had completed
"Darlington County," the fifth song
in the set Tunes like "Point Blank"
and 'Two Hearts," from the 1980
album "The River," led off the sh6w.
Springsteen's beloved band, com-
posed of pianist Roy Bittan, organ-
ist Danny Federici, bassist Garry
Tallent, guitarists Nils Lofgren and
Steve Van Zandt, drummer Max
Weinberg and saxophonist Clarence
Clemons, looked and sounded great.
Playing a three hour-plu-s show is no
easy task for a group of musicians
half the E Street Band's age. Doing
it with the heart and intensity of
This Week With
SAB
Friday
V Friday Film Series
, "Jeffrey"
7:30 p.m., Mateer
FREE!
Saturday
V Saturday Film
Series
"Life is Beautiful
8 p.m., Mateer
$1.00
V. California Cajun
Orchestra .
9:30 p.m. to Midnight
Lowry Ballroom
NlGHT BEGINS WITH
DANCE LESSONS, FOL-
LOWED BY NON-ST- OP
TWO-STEP- S, WALTZES
AND ZYDECO NUMBERS
satisfy sold-
Springsteen's older crew takes
something special.
Springsteen relied primarily on
older material; he took a lot of se-
lections from 1975's "Born to Run"
and 1980's 'The River." An ex-
tended 1 5 minute version of 'Tenth
Avenue Freeze-Out- " and a longer
version of "Backstreets" were high-
lights from the 1975 release.
But what made the show was the
effort not only of Springsteen, but
also of the hallowed E Street Band.
Springsteen's crew got just as much
applause as Springsteen did himself.
Clemons, who is generally consid-
ered one of the best sax players in
the business, received rousing ap-
plause at every turn, especially dur-
ing his "Darlington County" and
"Born to Run" solos.
Van Zandt and Lofgren were in
fine form as well. This was the first
tour to feature both guitarists, since
the two served as lead guitarists in
the E Street Band at different times.
Van Zandt, who wore his trademark
gypsy headwear, stole a couple of
numbers with his swagger and
unique stage demeanor.
Weinberg, the present music co-
ordinator on "Late Night with
Conan O'Brien," was all class as
well, and received more than a po-
lite applause from the over 20,000
in attendance.
But after a while, it was all
Springsteen. Going back and forth
from stripped down rock and roll to
jazzier tunes and to folk, the Boss
displayed all facets of his musical
LS. season begins
This week. The College of
Wooster department of Theatre
kicks of its season of Senior Inde-
pendent Study productions.
Senior Adam Budd will present
"56" on Thursday and Saturday,
Nov. 1 8 and 20. at 8: 15 p.m. "56"
shows a woman's travels through
different levels of reality and her
struggles with a malicious teddy
bear.
1999-200- 0 Survivor Support System
A group of faculty and staff who are available to confidentially assist
survivors of, or those who know survivors of sexual assault. For as-
sistance contact:
Nancy Anderson
Susan Clayton
Richard Figge
Pam Frese
Shila Garg
out crowds
prowess.
Acoustic highlights included
1980's "Independence Day" and a
great version of I984's "No Surren-
der," one of only two songs that
Springsteen performed from "Born
in the U.S.A."
The energy and intensity never let
up throughout the 17-son- g. two
hour-plu-s regular set and a seven
song, two encore ender.
A rousing version of "Light of
Day" ended the regular set. Encore
highlights included the inevitable
"Born to Run," for which all the
lights in the arena came on, allow-
ing everyone to see the crowd go-
ing nuts.
The second encore, although
more laid back than the first, was
just as solid. It began with the clas-
sic "Thunder Road," and high-
lighted two more tunes before the
encore ended with "Blinded By the
Light." One of the tunes sandwiched
between "Thunder Road" and
"Blinded by the Light" was the mes-
merizing "If I Should Fall Behind,"
which featured Springsteen,
Lofgren, Clemons and Van Zandt in
an alternating set of vocals.
You know you have sat through a
great show when you enter hoping
to hear a number of songs, hear none
of them and still go home happy.
Springsteen left out a number of
classics, especially many hits from
his hallowed "Born In the U.S.A."
album, but it didn't matter. It was
an incredible show from a phenom-
enal band.
"Jesus in Harlem," a reading of
the Gospal of Luke set in New York
City, will be presented by senior
Rachel Hunter on Friday, Nov. 19
at 8:15 p.m., and Sunday, Nov. 21
at 2 p.m.
Tickets for both of these shows
are free and can be purchased
through the Freedlander Box Office
at 263-224- 1.
Molly McKinney
Ext. 2319
ExL 2565
Ext. 2307
Ext. 2256
Ext. 2586
Hygeia
Kauke3
Kauke 238
Kauke 8
Taylor 106
Students may also contact the College counselors at Ext. 23 1 9 or the
Campus Minister at Ext. 2558. To report an assault, contact the Wooster
City Police at 9-- 9 1 (emergencies) or 264-333- 3, or Secuirty at Ext. 2590.
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Women's b-b- all sets
sights on lofty goals
Joci Horn '01 looks to dish the ball off to a teammate in a scrimmage last
Saturday. The Scots kick off their season tomorrow against Penn State-Behren- d.
Hallie Shapiro
Staff Writer
As the women's basketball season
gets underway, the team is working
to improve their record from last
season.
Finishing seventh out of the 10
teams in the NCAC with an overall
record of 8-- 1 7, the Scots are iook-in- g
to surprise their opponents this
year with a new group of talented
first-year- s, in addition to the other
varsity letter winners from last sea-
son.
The Scots lost a major offensive
force in Katie Montague "99, who
graduated last year as the school's
all-tim- e leading scorer. However,
the team is confident that the expe-
rienced returning players and the
new first-yea- rs will pick up the
slack.
With a very young team consist-
ing of 1 6 first years and sophomores
out of the 18 woman squad, the
Scots are hoping to surprise a lot of
the competition.
Returning sophomore Maureen
Mull said, "We are a really young
team, so it is hard to say exactly
what to expect. Hopefully, our
quickness will surprise a lot of
people, and allow us to improve our
ranking." Currently, the team is
ranked seventh in the NCAC. How-
ever, the team's speed and depth will
definitely be factors that contribute
to their success. "
photo by Amelia Kays
Also, positive attitudes from the
incoming first-yea- rs are going to
help boost the team's morale.
Suzanne Lucas '03 said, "I'm look-
ing forward to getting the season
started. I'm excited about the team's
prospects, and I hope to help the
team in any way I can."
The first years are getting a lot of
support from the other, more expe-
rienced players. Stephanie Woodruff
'02 said, "Our returning players are
showing a lot of leadership both on
and off the court.
The starting lineup is comprised
mainly of returning players, but we
expect to get everyone playing. Our
bench is deep and is helping to
round out the team."
In her third season. Coach Lisa
Campanell Komara has brought in a
talented recruiting class. In her ca-
reer at The College of Wooster, Coach
Komara's record is 20-3- 0. This sea-
son, Komara hopes to improve on this
record and produce an NCAC force.
This weekend, the Scots will open
their season at the Penn State-Behre- nd
Tournament. Their first
game will be Nov. 20 against
Lycoming.
The tournament will continue into
Saturday afternoon when the con-
solation and championship games
will be played. The Scots' first
home game will be Dec. 1 against
NCAC preseason number one Ohio
Wesleyan.
Swim teams turn in best times yet
Michelle Cady & Steve Bayuk
Staff Writers
It was a significant weekend for
The College of Wooster men's and
women's swimming and diving
teams at the Allegheny Invitational
in Meadville, Pa.
The Scots were very successful in
the two-da-y affair with the women
finishing first on both Friday and
Saturday, and the men finishing sec-
ond on Friday and third on Satur-
day.
The men's team dominated the
sprint meet Friday evening. In the
100-yar- d freestyle, Wes Bennett
'01 finished first, Steve Bayuk 00
was third, Kagan MeKittrick '00
was fourth and Dale Edwards '01
placed fifth in the 18-swim- mer
field.
In addition, Bayuk, Edwards, Eric
Knauss '02 and Bennett won the
200-yar- d freestyle relay, beating the
competition by several body
lengths.
The sprint meet exemplified the
Men's b-b- all tightens the screw
B-b- all team makes final preperations before season
Chris Powers
Sports Editor
The men's basketball team had its
final tune-u- p for the regular season
last Saturday as they scrimmaged
Heidelberg at Timken Gymnasium.
The team looked strong as they pre-
pared to set out to defend their
NCAC championship.
The quest begins this Friday as the
Scots host the annual Al Van Wie
Rotary Classic. Wooster will face
former conference rival Case West-
ern Reserve in the second game of
Friday's doubleheader.
The first game features Alfred ver-
sus DePauw at 6 p.m., with the
Wooster-Cas-e matchup slated to start
at 8 p.m. This tournament showcases
four skilled basketball teams as each
had a winning record a year ago.
Wooster should be the strongest
team in the field, after last year's 25-- 4
campaign. The Scots are again
ranked among the nation's best in
Division III, including being ranked
seventh by "Street & Smith's," a
national basketball magazine.
The Scots do have some holes to
plug, though, most notably the one
left by graduated All-Confere- nce
center Ryan Gorman '99. Look for
John Ellenwood '00 to do .his part
to pick up the slack. Ellenwood led
the team in scoring last season with
13.8 points per outing. Joining
Ellenwood will be Steve Thompson
'01, an outside scoring threat, and
Antwyan Reynolds '02, the Scots'
sparkplug point guard. Other Scots
expected to see significant minutes
are Nate Gaubatz 01, Brian Carlisle
'02 and Ryan Pedon '00.
women's strengths as Avell, as
Wooster won the competition by
over 100 points.
The 200 medley relay consist-
ing of Jessica Ritchie '02, Beth
Starling '02, Erin Polpeka '03 and
Michelle Cady '01 started off the
meet by placing first. Cady, Jamie
Pullin '01, Laura Dunn '00 and
Ritchie also won the 200 yard
freestyle relay.
Individually, in the 100-yar- d
breaststroke. Starling finished first,
Jenny Bayuk 03 was second,
Popelka was third and Leslie Hahn
'03 finished fifth. Also, Ritchie won
the 100-yar- d backstroke.
On Saturday, Alex Hastie 03 led
the men's squad as he won the 200-ya- rd
butterfly, beating the competi-
tion by eight seconds with a time of
2:08. 27.
He also placed second in the
500-yar- d freestyle with a personal-be- st
time of 5:03. 65. In addition,
Jody Herzog 02 had a personal-be- st
and placed 10th in the 400--
The Case Western Reserve Spar-
tans are a familiar foe because they
were NCAC members until this sea-
son when Wabash and Hiram re-
placed them. They are coming off a
17-- 9 campaign and return 13 play-
ers from that squad. Spartans to
watch include Ken von Handorf and
Benedikt .vonDohnayi, both of
whom had solid '98-'9- 9 seasons.
Alfred University, a school located
in the Finger Lakes region of New
York, is looking to follow their suc-
cessful 18-1- 1 record last year with
another good season. Juniors Willie
Smith and Kareem McKinnon lead
the Saxons. Smith averaged 10.6
points per game and McKinnon
Ifyou love sports, come andjoin the Wooster Voice sports
writingfamily.
Call Chris at X 3024 or Ryan at X 3576.
Earn $500 - $100 weekly
stuffing envelopes. For
details - RUSH $1 with
SASE to:
GROUP FIVE
6547 N. Academy Blvd., PMB-- N
Colorado Sprints, CO 80918
yard individual medley with a time
.of 4:54.71.
Bennett, Bayuk, Jason Maines '02
and Hastie finished the meet by win-
ning the 800-yar- d freestyle event in
a time of 7:37.84.
The women were just as dominant
on Saturday as they were on Friday.
An especially notable swim was
turned in by Leah Becki '00 as she
won the 400-yar- d individual med-
ley and qualified for nationals with
a time of 4:44.46.
In the 200-yar- d breast stroke, the
women swept the competition when
Starling placed first in a time of
2:30.01, Becki was second with a
time of 2:30.91, Popelka finished
third with a time of 2:31.60 and
Bayuk was fourth in a time of
2:33.95.
Also, Ritchie won the 200-yar- d
backstroke in a time of 2: 16.24 and
Dunn finished a close second with
a time of 2:18.15.
The Scots will face off against
John Carroll Saturday. "
grabbed 7.3 rebounds per contest
Alfred's opponent, DePauw, re-
corded a 15-1- 0 mark last year. The
Tigers will be led by sophomore
Mike Howland's 13 points and jun-
ior Joe Faires, who averaged 6.4 re-
bounds per game.
DePauw does not have the pow-
erhouse tradition of their state coun-
terpart Indiana Hoosiers, but has a
respectable program under coach
Bill Fenlon.
The winner of the Alfred-DePau- w
game will face the Wooster-Cas- e
winner at 6 p.m. Saturday in the
championship game, while the los-
ers will square off in the consola-
tion game at 4 p.m.
Matsos Family Restaurant
: the cuisine that
inspired socmates!
10 off a0 C.O.W. students and,
faculty until the year 3000 AX).
M Wea Liberty Street
WorMer. Ohio 44691
'.,. (330)26800 .
Great Desserts!
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Furtively tucked behind the cornfields lurks Vulture's Knob
Unbeknownst to most students, Wooster hosts one of the most difficult biking trails in Ohio
Mike Browne
Staff Writer
In 1990, I did not know what
mountain biking was. My father had
a road bike, so naturally that was the
type of biking I did. The more I rode,
the more I became interested in
knowing more about the sport. The
next place I looked for information
was the bike shop.
When I went, I saw those big, fat,
knobby tires ... I fell in love.
It took two months to save up the
money. I put the tires on my bike
and attacked the local horse and hik-
ing trails. I fell in love again.
My father then got a mountain bike
and we went riding together. Since
then, I have gone through three bikes,
worked in a shop for three summers
. and traveled the country with my bike
looking for the best trails.
Vulture's Knob, a series of bik-
ing trails owned by entrepreneur
Mark Condry, are located not 15
minutes from The College of
Wooster campus. Despite the flat
landscape of Wooster, they are
known for being the most technical
trails in Ohio.
Those may not seem like strong
words for a state whose total eleva-
tion is about that of a corn stalk, but
these trails are surprisingly sweet.
Maintained weekly, often more,
the terrain offers short, steep,
muddy, dry, rooty, smooth, beauti-
ful singledoubletrack for all types
of mountain bikers.
The area is split into two parts:
Upper and Lower. The Upper was
started in March of 1996, when
Condry mentioned to cofounder
Todd Coldwell that the trails he was
currently riding his BMX bike on
could be changed to trails desig-
nated for mountain bikes.
As soon as the words were spoken,
Condry and Coldwell went to work
building areas known as "The Bowl,"
"Fern Gully" and "Rock Tunnel."
"There were certain areas that we
worked on, then made trails to con-
nect everything" Condry said, when
asked about the building process.
The most surprising aspect of the
trail system seems to be that they
were built with little prior knowl-
edge of other mountain bike trails.
"We never went out and looked at
how other trails were built, we just
knew that since we didn't have any
mountains we needed to make it
technical," Condry said.
Once the course was completed
in May 1996, Condry and Coldwell
decided to host their first race. Nei-
ther one of them knew how to do
that, so they headed to other races
to see how it was done. Once they
figured out the logistics of coordi-
nating a race, Condry actually ques-
tioned the course itself. "I didn't
even know if anyone was going to
like it. It was just so different than
any of the other race courses," he
said. The riders received the trails
very well, with race participation
-- topping 50 during the most recent
race on Nov. 14.
These trails offer fast and steep ter-
rain not meant for the beginning rider.
On the trail "The Snake," Condry uses
three separate tree trunks, cut in half
down the middle, as bridges each
six to eight feet long.
Further along, each rider's skill is
tested, as the switchbacks become
sharper and steeper. For this rider,
some obstacles are cleared once a
month, if that.
However, this is part of the chal-
lenging nature of mountain biking.
Halfway through the Upper Course,
the rider is taken for a 14-mi- le ride
on a dirt road, which leads to the
Upcoming Events at
The Underground
Friday: Happy Hour 5 - 9 p.m.
Dance Party 9-- 2 a.m.
Saturday: Dance Party 10 p.m. 2 a.m.
Monday: Sports Night
WWFandWCW
Wrestling -- 11 p.m.
HAPPY THANKSGIVING!!
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Brian Kinney '00 and Mike Browne '01
area known as "Killbuck Run."
Once past the log-brid- ge that runs
in between two trees, the rider is
transported into a land similar to that
of Endor in "Star Wars." Known as
"The Serpent," the trails are similar
to those found in Vancouver, B.C.
and Seattle, Wash.
When asked about the section of
rising bridges and elevated trail,
Coldwell said, "It all started with a
Cross Country runs at regionals
Rachel Dawson
Staff Writer
This past weekend the Cross
Country teams competed in the
NCAA Championships held on
Ohio Northern's campus in Ada,
Ohio. Since it was perfect running
weather and the course was flat,
many of the runners saw not only
their fastest times of the year, but
many ran career personal bests.
Both the men's and the women's
squads finished the season with
strong performances.
The Wooster women placed 24th
of 29 teams with'659 points, where
Calvin dominated the field with only
31 points. Rachel Dawson '01 fin-
ished 64th out of over 200 runners
in 19:41. Dawson was followed by
Barbara Patrick '03 in 144th
(20:46), Lisa Minich '02 in 150th
at 20:50, Megan Eberts '03 in 159th
break from biking at Vulture 's Knob and
picture Mark (Condry) found of an
8-in- ch long log bridge. But the next
day, I found him cutting down 20-fo-ot
tall trees!"
For this avid rider. Vulture's Knob
is a haven buried amidst the flat
cornfields of Ohio. Without it, one
would be driven to insanity.
The course is officially open on
weekends during the summer (March
to November) and on Sundays dur--
in 20:58, Christy Judd '00 in 2 1 : 10
to earn 168th place, and Andrea
Jorjorian '01 who placed 174th in
21:24. Every one of these times was
the fastest time displayed by each
of the women so far this year.
The team result was especially
strong considering Sandy
Tecklenburg '01 was running in the
top ten until she collapsed from ex-
haustion about 100 meters from the
finish line.
Head coach Dennis Rice said, "It
was a great race to finish the season
on. Everybody went out to race hard
and compete. We encountered some
adversity this year, but it sets us up
nicely for next year."
In the men's race the Scots fin-
ished 10th with 301 points, while
Calvin won with 58 points. First to
finish for the Scots was Bill
Huffman '02 in 30th place in 25:42.
Huffman earned All-region- al hon
PHOTO COl'RTFSY OF RYAN HaNSON
calm their nerves with some Tai Chi.
ing the winter season (November to
March). The Lower course is currently
closed due to hunting.
Races are held monthly with the
next race scheduled for Dec. 5.
Night races and 24-ho- ur races are
other activities that are hosted by
Condry and Coldwell.
For more info, visit the Vulture's
Knob website at http:
www.vulturesknob.com.
ors for this finish. Nick Chiorian 01
was close behind in 36th place in a
time of 25:55. Marty Coppola '02
earned 61st in 26:26, Jared Rhode
'03 placed 85th with a time of 26.52
and Evan McDaniel '02 finished in
92nd place in 26:58.
Robert Buckley '(X) earned 96th
place in 27 minutes flat, while
Brendan Callahan '03 placed 99th
in 27:02. Each of the men also raced
to his fastest time of the season.
Many of them took over a minute
off of their time two weeks ago at
the Conference meet.
Rice stated, "I was impressed with
how the men's team pulled it to-
gether to place in the top ten. They
were up against some tough com-
petition, yet they rose to meet the
occasion. We will have all except
one of the top seven returning next
year and I expect to see consider-
able improvement from these guys."
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Seth Mastrine '01 weaves through Wittenberg defenders on a punt return at Saturday's game. Mastrine averaged 20 yards
a punt return with a long of 49 yards and led the Scots in all-purpo- se yards with 114.
James Allardice
Editor-In-Che- if
The Scots got a glimpse of per-
fection on Saturday, and unfortu-
nately it was Wittenberg that was
perfect, not Wooster. Wittenberg
defeated the Scots 28-1- 4 to capture
the NCAC title and head into the
playoffs with a perfect 10-- 0 record.
Wittenberg earned a playoff bid
with the win, and ended the Scots'
season in heartbreaking fashion.
The Tigers jumped out to an early
lead, surprising everyone by mov-
ing the ball through the air. "What
surprised us was their effectiveness
in throwing the ball," Head Coach
Jim Barnes said.
In two of their first three drives
Chris Damico, Wittenberg's backup
quarterback, was four-for-fo- ur, and
"all of them were big plays," Bames
said.
He also said his team came out
"overeager" arid that translated into
several big plays for the Tigers. "We
didn't have much composure early
in the game," Barnes said.
The Tigers scored on their first
possession, moving 49 yards in just
Men's Basketball
Fri. Case Western Reserve 8 p.m. (H)
Sat Al Van WeRotary Classic TBA (H)
Tues. Cannon 8 p.m. (A)
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four plays. The Tigers, who are a
run-orient- ed team, opened their of-
fense up, scoring on a 35-ya- rd pass
from Damico.
On the ensuing kickoff, Seth
Mastrine '01 returned the ball to the
44-ya- rd line: Justin Abraham '01
threw an interception on the
first play of the drive, but
had it called back because of "
a roughing the passer pen-
alty thoughtagainst Wittenberg. convertThe Scots were unable to
make the most of the second short
opportunity, as Will Schober Jim
'00 did not get a first down
on three consecutive run-
ning plays.
"I think everyone on our team
thought we would be able to con-
vert on a couple of third and short
conversions," Barnes said. "They
certainly have a strong defensive
group and we expected to move the
ball more effectively."
The two teams traded punts be-
fore Wittenberg got the ball on
their own 24-ya- rd line. On sec-
ond and eight from the Wittenberg
26, Damico completed a 25-ya- rd
pass to Aljancic and on the ensu- -
GO
with devastating loss
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ing play Damico connected on a
38-ya-
rd pass.
Just like that, the Tigers had
moved the ball downfield and
turned to their Ail-Americ- an run-
ning back, Casey Donaldson, to put
the ball in the end zone. On third
think everyone on our team
we would be able to
on a couple of third and
conversions, " Head Coach
Barnes said.
and goal, Donaldson ran the ball in
from the five-yar- d line.
After moving the ball through the
air for their first two scores, the Ti-
gers turned to Donaldson to carry
the load for the remainder of the
game. "He's their go-t- o guy and they
used him effectively," Barnes said.
Donaldson carried the ball 39
times, racking up 240 yards on the
day. But despite a couple of long
runs of 65 and 36 yards, the Scots
were able to contain Donaldson.
"Anytime you give the ball to
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someone as good as Casey
Donaldson 39 times it's going to be
tough to contain him on every run,"
Barnes said. "If we had only given
up one or two big Casey Donaldson
runs we might have come out on
top."
One of Donaldson's big runs set up
the Tigers second touchdown. On third
and one, Donaldson ran off tackle for
65 yards before being chased down by
Mastrine at the Scots' six-ya- rd line. One
play later, Wittenberg found the end zone
again, extending their lead to 21-- 0.
As the first half wound down, the
Scots were deep in Wittenberg ter-
ritory with a chance to take a chunk
out of the Tigers' commanding lead.
But on third and four from the
Wittenberg 17-ya- rd line, Justin
Abraham's '01 pass was picked
off. Wittenberg knelt on the ball
and headed into the half up by
three touchdowns.
If the Scots were going to battle
back from 21 points down, they would
need big plays. And early in the sec-
ond half the Scots got a big play from
Mastrine. After a quick three and out
for Wittenberg, Mastrine returned a
punt for 49 yards.
"Seth Mastrine played really well,
in every facet of the game," Barnes
said.
Mastrine had an interception later
in the game and also returned a kick-o- ff
42 yards. Despite getting the ball
at the Wittenberg 29-ya- rd line, the
Scots were unable to move the ball.
The Scots were forced to punt
again, and once again Matt
Mahaffey '00 pinned the Tigers in-
side the five-yar- d line. "Matt
" played absolutely sensa-
tional," Barnes said.
Mahaffey had four punts in-
side the 20-ya-rd line, three of
which were downed inside the
fivervard line. "Had our other
two phases (offense and de- -
fense) played better he could
have been the game's MVP,"
Barnes said.
The second half saw the Scots
come out with added intensity. "Our
strategy changed coming out of
half," Barnes said. "We threw the
ball a lot more, and used it to set up
the run. We were more effective at
getting the ball in the hands of
people like Reggie Ray '00 and
Chris Cabot '02. We definitely fo-
cused more on a passing attack."
In the second half, the Scots' of-
fense operated extensively out of the
shotgun formation. Only once did
SCOTS!.
to Witt
Abraham go under center.
Midway through the third quar
ter the Scots finally found the end
zone with an eight-yar- d pass from
Abraham pass to Cabot Neither
team scored the remainder of the
third quarter.
Just moments into the fourth quar
ter, Mastrine came up with another
large play when he intercepted a
Damico pass.
With the ball on the Wittenberg 24--
yard line the "momentum had shifted
to the Scots. The Scots were able to
move the ball to the 11-ya- rd line be
fore four straight incomplete passes.
The Scots wasted a golden opportu
nity, turning the ball over on downs.
But the defense again stepped up,
stopping the Wittenberg offense on
three straight running plays. The
Scots got the ball and moved 55
yards, finding the end zone on a 20- -
yard pass from Abraham to Ray.
The Scots had battled back to
within seven points of the number
five team in the nation, but on the
ensuing kickoff, the Tigers showed
why they are undefeated.
Again the Tigers pounded the ball
on the ground, slowly moving the
ball before Donaldson ran for 36
yards on third and four. With the
score 28-1- 4, Wittenberg had secured
a victory. ,
Wittenberg rushed for 281 yards,
compared to the Scots 27. The Scots
moved the ball successfully through
the air in the second half, passing
for 232 yards, compared to the Ti-
gers' 131 yards. Defensively, Ian
Lauer '00 closed his career with a
team-leadin- g 16 tackles.
With the win, Wittenberg advanced
to the playoffs. "They will be a fine
representative of the NCAC," Bames
said. "They play with extreme confi-
dence that borders on cockiness. But
in athletics that is needed to be suc-
cessful." The loss marked the final
game for 20 seniors who were Jim
Barnes' first full recruiting class.
"We appealed to these guys with a
vision," Barnes said. "They wanted
to make Wooster one of the great
programs on Division III, and they
were on the verge of doing that.
"These guys were a major part of
the success of the program," Barnes
said. "Players like Rich Judd '99,
Brandon Good '99 and Mike
Murray '99 would not have been
successful without the seniors this
year. I've told them countless times,
they are the pistons of this
program s engine.
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